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Zusammenfassung

Zurn ersten Mal ist es gelungen, im Umfeld der Hochstrom Beschleuniger-
anlagen des Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) komplizierte dreidimensionale
Beschleunigerstrukturen zu rechnen. Beriicksichtigt wurden extern und
intern wirkende Krdfte, sogenarmte Fiihrungs- und Raumladungskriifte.
Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt den Entwurf, die Implementierung
und die Validierung eines Programmpakets zur Verfolgung von gelade-
nen Teilchen in Beschleunigerstrukturen. Einordnen karm man these
im weit gesteckten Bereich von "Computational Science and Engineer-
ing" (CSE), etwas enger gefasst unter "Rechnergestiitzte Beschleuniger-
modellierung".

Als physikalisches Modell liegt die kollisionsfreie Vlasov-Maxwell-
Theorie zugrunde. Die Ursache der Kollisionsfreiheit ist die sehr geringe
Dichte (-- 109 Protonen/CMI) der zu untersuchenden Teilchenstrahlen.
Die Wahrscheinlichkeit von Grosswinkelstreuungen zwischen den Proto-
nen ist hinreichend klein, was anhand der freien Wegldnge, der relativen
Teilchengeschwindigkeit und der Verweilzeit des Strahls im Zyklotron
abgeschdtzt werden karm.

In diesem Modell wirken zwei Krdfte auf die Teilchen: externe, welche
durch die StrahlfUhrungselemente bzw. Beschleunigungsstrukturen ge-
geben sind und die internen Raumladungskrdfte, hervorgerufen durch
die Coulombinteraktion. Die externen Krdfte werden von einer relativis-
tischen Hamilton-Funktion mittels Methoden der Lie-Algebra und unter
Zuhilfenahme von Reihenentwicklungen ganz allgernein abgeleitet. Das
Resultat dieser Prozedur sind allgerneine Propagatoren (Maps), welche
es erlauben, den Teilchentransport in beliebigen Magnetstrukturen zu
modellieren. Die internen Raurnladungskrdfte ergeben sich als Usung
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xiv Zusammenfassung

der Poisson-Gleichung im unbeschriinkten Gebiet.

Bei der "Particle-Mesh-Methode" wird die Ladungsdichte auf ein recht-
winkliges Gitter interpoliert und nachfolgend Fourier transformiert.
Durch das Hadamard-Produkt mit der ebenfalls transformierten Green-
schen Funktion im Bildraum und anschliessender Riicktransformation
wird die Faltung im Konfigurationsraum effizient berechnet. Aus dem
so bestimmten Skalarpotential wird durch Gradientenbildung mittels
des Verfahrens der finiten Differenzen das elektrische Feld an den Git-
terpunkten bestimmt. Durch Interpolation wird das elektrische Feld an
den einzelnen Teilchenpositionen im Kontinuum bestimmt. Ein Split-
Operator-Integrationsverfahren zweiter Ordmmg wird ffir die Usung
der Bewegungsgleichungen verwendet.

Eine Serie von Rechnungen zur 870 keV Strahlfiihrung am PSI be-
stdtigten das verwendete Modell anhand von Messungen, welche in
Form von Dichteprofilen in vertikaler und horizontaler Richtung vorhan-
den sind. Mittels stochastischer Optimierung (Simulated Annealing)
werden Startbedingungen (Teilchenverteilung am Anfang des 870 keV
Strahlweges) gefunden und der unbekannte Raumladungs-Neutralisa-
tionsfaktor bestimmt. Der so bestimmte Parametersatz beschreibt wie-
derum die Anfangsbedingungen ffir die Rechnungen des Injekor 2 Zy-
klotrons. Die Rechnungen zeigen gute bis hervorragende fbereinstim-
mung in weiten Bereichen des 870 keV Strah1weges. Die an einzelnen
Stellen beobachteten Abweichungen sind einerseits auf die verwende-
ten Vereinfachungen (keine Modellierung des Restgases, der Elektro-
nenverteilung, der Spiegelladungen) zuriickzufiihren und werden ander-
erseits durch vereinfachte Armahmen fiber die initiale Dichteverteilung
(Gauss) begriindet.

Bei den Simulationen eines nicht beschleunigten Strahls im njektor
2 Zyklotron kormten die zweidimensionalen Berechnungen von Stefan
Adam bestdtigt werden. Die vertikale Ernittanz stellte sich in der Simu-
lation als nahezu invariant heraus, was den Separationsansatz bestdtigt,
welcher zu diesem Modell fiffirte.
Im Weiteren zeigte sich ein sehr stabiles Strahlverhalten auch bei Str6men
von bis zu 30 rnA. Bezogen auf den Weiterausbau (Intensitiitserh6hung)
der PSI-Protonenbeschleunigeranlage wurden in dieser ersten Unter-
suchung, bezogen auf die Strahldynamik, keine limitierenden Faktoren
gefunden.
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Die breit gefdcherte Anwendbarkeit des entwickelten Programms MAD9P

(methodical accelerator design version 9 - parallel) konnte im Rahmen
der Neutrino-Factory P-Factory) Designstudie am CERN unter Beweis
gestellt werden. In den Rechnungen der 560 Meter langen Einschusslinie
(2 GeV und 22 bis 220 mA) wurden Strahlaufweitungn in transversaler
und longitudinaler Richtung festgestellt. Durch leicht verdnderte Optik
k6nnen these aber einfach kompensiert werden.

Verschiedene Validierungsrechnungen unter Zuhilfenahme von analyti-
schen Modellen (Drift und FODO-Struktur mit Beschleunigung) zeigten
sehr gute fbereinstimmung. Die relativen Fehler liegen bei allen rele-
vanten Parametern, wie RMS-Strahlbreite und Emittanz, im Bereich
von 02 ... 0.8 x 1-2. Im Zuge dieser Validierung wurden weitere Ver-
fahren zurn Bestimmen der Raumladungskrafte untersucht: ein serieller
Barnes-Hut-Tree-Code und ein direkter Teilchen-Teilchen-Code. Eben-
falls wurden Leap-Frog und Verlet Integratoren neben dem schon er-
wdhnten Split-Operator in die Untersuchungen miteinbezogen.

Der rigorose objekt-orientierte, parallels Entwurf und die entsprechende
Implementation erlauben eine einfache Portierbarkeit und Erweiterbar-
keit. Zur Zeit iSt MAD9P auf verschiedenen Linux (Beowulf), Silicon
Graphics und IBM SP-2 Rechner-Farmen einsetzbar. Die Verwendung
von paralleler Fourier-Transformation zum L6sen des Poisson-Problems
und die volle Parallelisierung des Split-Operator Integrationsverfahrens
erm6glichen es, Probleme in den folgenen Gr6ssenordnungen zu rechnen:
10 bis 100 Millionen Teilchen auf Gittergr6ssen bis maximal 1282 X

2048. Die parallels Effizienz erreicht bei 32 P rozessoren 87.5%, mit 128
Prozessoren wurden immer noch 37.5% erreicht und dies ohne spezielle
Optimierung des Programmes.

Ausblick

MAD9P wird auf Modellebene ausgebaut und die am PSI begonnenen
Untersuchungen weitergefiffirt, insbesondere unter Einbezug der Be-
schleunigung im Injektor 2 Zyklotron. Im Zuge der CERN PFactory
Designstudie sind Rechnungen des Protonen Speicherrings vorgesehen.

Die Vergleichs- und Validierungsrechnungen werden mit verschiedenen
Poisson-Lbsern weitergef5hrt, wobei parallels 'Tree' Lbser und Mehr-
tgitter-Verfahren in Betracht gezogen werden.

Zwei Erweiterungen des Modells erscheinen notwendig:
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1) Die limitierenden Randbedingungen des Poisson-Users (periodisch
und offen) sind durch allgemeine Dirichlet-Randbedingungen zu ergdn-
zen. Bei Benutzung von unstrukturierten Gittern und der Kapazitits-
methode kann dies auf Kosten eines Faktors zwei in der Komplexitdt
des L6sers realisiert werden.
2) Will man den 870 keV Strahlweg genauer modellieren, so muss man in
der Lage sein, verschiedene Arten von Teilchen, wie z.B. H H oder
N+ zu verfol en. Auch scheint eine addquate Modellierung des Rest-2 9
gases eventuell unter Einbezug von St6ssen unabdingbar. Was die Mo-
dellierung der Raumladungsneutralisation abelangt, sind verschiedene
Modelle denkbar: i) Verfolgen einzelner lonen und Elektronen.
H) Selbstkonsistente Modellierung, unter der Annahme einer ortsab-
hdngigen Elektronenverteilung. iii) Die allgemeinste Form ist das Fokker-
Plank Modell, bei der die Vlasov-Maxwell-Gleichung durch einen Stoss-
term erweitert wird.



Summary

For the first time, it is possible to calculate the complicated three-
dimensional proton accelerator structures at the Paul Scherrer nstitut
(PSI). Under consideration are external and self effects, arising from
guiding and space-charge forces.

This thesis has as its theme the design, implementation and validation of
a tracking program for charged particles in accelerator structures. This
work form part of the discipline of Computational Science and Engineer-
ing (CSE), more specifically in computational accelerator modelling.

The physical model is based on the collisionless Vlasov-Maxwell theory,
justified by the low density (P�,, 109 protons/cm') of the beam and of
the residual gas. The probability of large angle scattering between the
protons and the residual gas is then sufficiently low, as can be estimated
by considering the mean free path and the total distance a particle
travels in the accelerator structure.

In this model a particle feels two forces: external forces from the guid-
ing and acceleration structures, and internal space-charge forces arising
from the coulomb interaction. The external forces are obtained from
a relativistic Hamiltonian using Lie-Algebra methods and series expan-
sion. The result of this procedure is a set of maps which allow particle
transport through arbitrary magnetic elements. The internal space-
charge forces are obtained by solving the Poisson equation in an open
domain.

The particle-mesh method interpolates the charge density on to a rect-
angular mesh. It is then Fourier transformed into the reciprocal space.
The Hadamard-Product with the charge density and the Green's func-

xvii



xviii Summary

tion (both in the reciprocal space) are then subsequently transformed
back to real space allowing us to compute efficiently the time-consuming
convolution. The electric field is then obtained from the scalar poten-
tial, by the use of a second-order finite difference scheme. Again by
using interpolation, we obtain the electric field in the continuum. A
split-operator integration scheme is used for solving the equation of
motion.

In a series of calculations of the 870 keV beam line at PSI, we could
confirm the model by comparing the results with measured density pro-
files in vertical and horizontal directions. With the use of stochastic
optimization (Simulated Annealing), the initial conditions (start dis-
tribution) are found and the space-charge neutralisation factor is esti-
mated. This set of parameters describes the initial conditions for the
Injector 2 cyclotron calculations. All calculations show good to very
good agreement in almost all sections of the 870 keV beam line. At a
few places however we observe discrepancies which we attribute to the
somewhat simplified model. (Thus there is no modelling of the residual
gas, the electron distribution or the image charges). Another source
of uncertainty is the initial condition, which are modelled simply by a
Gaussian.

The calculations of a coasting beam in the Injector 2 cyclotron could
verify 2-D simulations done by Stefan Adam. The vertical emittance
appears to be almost invariant, which confirms the separation Asatz
on which the 2-D model is based. The coasting beam is very stable
even up to currents as high as 30 mA. With respect to the upgrade
(increasing the intensity) of the PSI proton accelerator facility, from
the beam dynamical aspects we could find no limiting factors with the
present calculations.

MAD9P (methodical accelerator design version 9 - parallel) can be
used over a broad range, as was demonstrated in the neutrino-factory
(v-factory) design study at CERN. The calculations of the 560 meter
long injection line 2 GeV and 22 to 220 rnA) show small transversal
and longitudinal beam blow-up, which can be easily compensated by
small changes in the optics.

In a series of validation calculations using analytically traceable prob-
lems (drift in free space and FODO-structure) we obtained very good
agreement. The relative errors are in the range of 02 ... 0.8 X 1-2. Two
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other methods of calculating the space-charge forces are compared: a
serial Barnes-Hut-Tree-Code and a serial particle-particle code, as well
as different integration methods like: Leap-Frog and Verlet in addition
to the Split-Operator method. The rigorous, object-oriented, parallel
design and the corresponding implementation eases the extendibility
and portability of MAD9P. At present the code is available on different
Linux (Beowulf) Silicon Graphics and IBM SP-2 clusters. The use of
parallel Fourier transforms to solve the Poisson problem, and the full
parallelisation of the split operator integration method, allows the fol-
lowing range of problems to be tackled: 10 to 100 million particles on
meshes up to 282 x 2048. The parallel efficiency is 87.5% on 32 Pro-
cessors; even using 128 processors we still obtain 37.5% with no code
optimization.

Outlook

The model on which MAD9P is based will be extended, and research on
the high intensity proton accelerator facility at PSI will continue with
special emphasis on acceleration in the Injector 2 cyclotron. It is fore-
seen to investigate space-charge effects in the proton storage ring of the
CERN v-factory design study.
More comparison and validation studies with different Poisson solvers
such as parallel-tree, multi-grid solvers and hybrid methods are fore-
seen.
The two most obvious model extensions are:
1) The limiting boundary conditions of the Poisson solver (periodic and
open) must be extended to allow general Dirichlet boundary conditions.
One approach is the use of an unstructured grid in combination with
the capacitance matrix method. General Dirichlet boundary conditions
are then obtained at a cost of approximately a factor of two in the time
complexity of the Poisson solver.
2) To gain a better understanding of the 870 keV beam line, the code
must be developed to track other ion species, for example H, H or
N2+. Furthermore, adequate modelling of the residual gas, so that colli-
sions can be simulated, seems to be desirable. In order to model beam
neutralisation, three different models are under discussion: i) Tracking
of individual ions or electrons. ii) Self-consistent modelling assuming
space dependent electron density. iii) The very general Fokker-Plank
model.





Notation

Q Computational domain IR3

�2 Reciprocal space
aQ Boundary of computational domain
r, Phase space Q X R3
QD Discrete computational domain

0 Scalar electric potential
E, B Electric and magnetic fields
(qlpl) (q2,P2) Transverse (canonical) phase space variables
(q3, P3) Longitudinal (canonical) phase space variables
W Mean quantity N xi

2 - X�2x RMS quantity 

IY= =1 T withT=E-Eo
BO EO

Current
M Mass of the particle
e Electron charge magnitude
i Nf--l

Jo = 4rlolng3
-10 Alfv6n current q
K Generalized Perveance K = 2 (I -y2feIo 02 ly2

M Number of mesh points

N Total number of particles

Q Total charge Q = N e
XIYIS Local curvilinear right handed coordinates (see Figure 23)
X, Y Z Coordinate in global artesian coordinate system

E), 1), T Azimuthpitch and roll angles

Po Momentum of reference particle
hi Harmonic number
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Xxii Notation

6, Emittance in x
Ir Sample space
C Covariance matrix
.6 Error matrix

.6- Error int
v Local curvature

Otf ot = Of lot
dxldt

Xt dxlds

Constants used in MAD9P units:

C speed of light, c = 299 792 458 [m s-'] 47]
e electron charge magnitude, e = 1602176462 x 10-'9 [C]
Eo rest energy of proton, E = 09382719981 [GeV]
co permittivity of free space, co = 8854187817 x 1-17 [Frn-']







Chapter 

Introduction

Particle accelerators and their associated detectors are among the largest,
most complex scientific instruments in the world. They are key tools
for advances in basic and applied scientific research. Experiments based
on accelerator science and technology have led to remarkable discover-
ies about the basic nature of matter including nuclear structure, quark
dynamics, the nature of elementary particles, and unified field theo-
ries. Experiments with synchrotron light sources and spallation neutron
sources have been crucial to advances in biology and materials science.
Beyond impacts on basic and applied science, accelerator-based systems
have also been proposed to address environmental and energy-related
issues through projects such as the "Accelerator Driven Transmutation
of Waste" (ATW) and accelerator-driven fission energy production.

The successful development of large accelerator facilities involves enor-
mous investments in the three fields of scientific research: theory, simu-
lation and experiment. Neglecting any of these can lead to an inability
to meet performance requirements, provoke cost overruns, and in the
worst case can be responsible for project failure.

I



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Challenges in Accelerator Modeling

In the early 1990's a lack of confidence in the design of the SSC (super-
conducting supercollider), due to an inability to perform the tracking
calculations required to predict the dynamic aperture, led to a decision
to increase the beam pipe aperture by I cm. This resulted in an esti-
mated billion US dollar cost increase due to its impact on the SSC's
thousands of superconducting magnets. Less than ten years later, par-
allel tracking codes have been developed that, if available at the time,
might have proven that the beam pipe aperture was large enough. At
the very least, today's terascale computers, running codes on parallel
computing platforms, would have enabled the required tracking calcula-
tions and the results would have been factored into the decision-making
process. Such tracking calculations involve simulating particle dynam-
ics for hundreds of millions of revolutions in a circular collider, where
each revolution itself involves thousands of beam line elements. Simula-
tions on this scale are now feasible in support of the design of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN 54].

The design and construction of state-of-the-art particle accelerator fa-
cilities is an impressive accomplishment. But, as complex as they are,
the next generation of accelerators will involve even greater complexity
and will require unprecedented precision in accelerator design and beam
control. Possible examples include the Next Linear Collider (NLC) a
muon collider a very large hadron collider (VLHC) and a th generation
light source. For all of these accelerator systems, terascale simulations
will play a key role by facilitating design decisions, increasing safety
and reliability, optimizing performance, and ultimately helping to en-
sure project completion within budget and on schedule.
To end this general overview, the Stanford Linear Accelerators (SLAC)
B Factory must be mentioned as a success story where computational
accelerator physics has played a major role 2]. Advanced computational
accelerator physics was essential to the design of PEP-11, especially with
regard to its RF cavities. PEP-II completed its first experimental run
in October 2000. It was originally designed to attain a peak luminos-
ity of 33 x 1033 CM-28-1. Its designers did not originally expected to
reach the design goal before May 2001. However, on the 29 of October
2000 the machine passed its design luminosity, 17 months after the first
collisions were recorded in May 1999.
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1.2 The PSI Proton Accelerators

In the accelerator complex of the Paul Scherrer Institut the properties
of the high intensity proton beams are strongly determined by space-
charge effects. We operate a three stage proton accelerator complex.
In July 2000 a world record beam current of 2 mA at an energy of 590
MeV was extracted from the Ring Cyclotron.
Based on experience with MW beam powers, the performance can be ex-
trapolated to higher beam intensities and some studies are being made
on the use of cyclotrons as possible drivers for the production of e.g.
10 MW beam power. This is being done with a view to future appli-
cations in transmutation technologies, te energy amplifier or to gen-
erate high flux secondary beams of neutrons, pions or other particles
[79, 78]. At the moment, neutron sources such as the PSI Spallation
Neutron Source SINQ are the most demanding of more proton beam
power. MEGAPIE (Megawatt Pilot Target Experiment), which is an
initiative launched by Commisariat h Energie Atornique, Cadarache
(France) and the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (Germany) in collabo-
ration with PSI, intends to demonstrate the feasibility of a liquid lead
bismuth target for spallation facilities at a beam power level of I MW.

1.2.1 PSI Accelerator Facility Upgrade

In the context of a feasibility study on how to accelerate a 3 mA proton
beam with the PSI cyclotron facility the necessary upgrades for the dif-
ferent system components are under consideration [18, 80]. In particular
the qualitative and quantitative understanding of phase space transfor-
mations of the proton beam at injection into the Injector 2 cyclotron
(see Figure 1.1 and 64]) are essential for the successful production of
high intensity beams with low losses.

1.3 Research Goals

In the accelerator complex of the Paul Scherrer Institut the proper-
ties of the high intensity particle beams are strongly determined by
space-charge effects. The use of space-charge effects to provide ade-
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Figure 1.1: PSI Injector 2 72 MeV cyclotron with beam transfer lines

quate beam matching in the PSI Injector 2 and to improve the beam
quality in a cyclotron is unique in the world. The theoretical knowl-
edge of these effects is barely sufficient to understand qualitatively the
principal beam behaviour, but it clearly lacks the level that would al-
low quantitative predictions. The goal of the present research project is
the construction and validation of a three dimensional beam simulation
code for particle beam behavior dominated by space-charge. Based on
this code, it is planned to extend substantially the knowledge of prop-
erties of very intense beams at injection into a cyclotron by performing
and analyzing detailed calculations. Through numerical experiments
and comparison with measurements from the machine, the simulation
code will allow a detailed study of the effects of relevant parameters on
the beam behavior. Reviewing the numerical results will then yield a
better understanding of the phase space transformations that occur in
intense beams. Not just at PSI, but in the whole international commu-
nity of accelerator specialists, there is a strong demand for improved
knowledge of the properties of high intensity beams.
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 2 describes the mathematical, physical and computational back-
ground as well as implementation issues leading to MAD9P (Methodical
Accelerator Design Version 9 Parallel), a new MAD9 based 3D particle
tracking code which includes space-charge. The additional syntax and
semantics are documented in Appendix A, which also includes some
examples in the form Of MAD9P input files. Section 21 starts with
a very general view of the problem, by motivating and deriving the
Vlasov-Maxwell equation. Following up, in Section 22 and 23.1 the
coordinate system and the relativistic single-particle Hamiltonian are
introduced. Lie Algebra methods and Truncated Power Series are dis-
cussed in Section 24, providing a general framework for unification of
the single-particle theory.
Collective effects (space-charge) are treated in section 25 by first in-
troducing the Poisson problem and presenting some ways to solve it.
Three Poisson solvers will then be described: particle-particle, parallel
particle-mesh and a tree solver. In Section 26 three integration meth-
ods are introduced (Split-Operator, Leap-Frog and Verlet) all of which
together with the Poisson solver will be used in Appendix to validate
MAD9P on a set of relevant test cases. Section 27 explains implemen-
tation concepts and parallel performance, and gives an in-depth exam-
ple of how elegantly the concepts of Lie Algebraic Methods, Truncated
Power Series and Object Orientation manifest themselves in MAD9P In
Chapter 3 the code in combination with stochastic methods, (see Ap-
pendix C) is used to find initial conditions for the Injector 2 cyclotron,
by varying the initial distribution and a global space-charge neutralisa-
tion factor f, The results obtained are compared with measurements
from the B870 beam line (see Figure 31). Coasting beams (not accel-
erated) with different energies and intensities are studied in Chapter 4.
The contribution to the Muon-Factory study group at CERN is sum-
marized in Chapter .





Chapter 2

Mathematics, Physics
Computation

In an accelerator beam transport system, particles travel in vacuum,
guided by electric or magnetic fields and accelerated by electric fields. In
high-current accelerators and transport systems the repulsive coulomb
forces due to the space-charge carried by the beam itself play an essen-
tial role in the design of the focusing system, specially at low energy.
Starting with some definitions, we denote by q G R3 the spatial com-
putational domain, which is cylindrical or rectilinear. F = X R3 is the
six dimensional phase space of position and momentum. The vectors q
and p denote spatial and momentum coordinates. We refer to page xxi
for a summary of the notation used and of physical constants.

2.1 The Vlasov Maxwell Equation

In this study, the charge density is low enough 109 protons/CM3) that
collisional effects are not important. We also do not consider periodic

structures (rings) and long term tracking, as for example in the SNS

(Spallation Neutron Source), where it is believed that even small colli-

7
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sional effects can play a major role in halo formation 441. We therefore
reasonably ignore collisional effects.

2.1.1 Motivation and Derivation

The classic N-body problem of identical particles can be described by
the Hamiltonian function W. Let us define the phase space variables
xi = qi, pi) r of the ih particle. Then the microscopic state of
the system corresponds to one point in the 6N-dimensional phase space
with coordinates X = Xl - -, XN). The time evolution of this point is
given by the N-particle Hamiltonian X), through Hamilton's equa-
tion, with 4 - dq.dt 

4 = (2.1)

Restricting ourselves to particle transport with mass m and charge e,
we take the conservative external potential to be U(xi) and the scalar
two-particle interaction potential to be j = 2(I qi - % the Hamil-
tonian W reads:

N N

W (X) 1: U (Xi) 1 0 (2.2)
i=1 i=lj<i

Since the microscopic state of the system usually cannot be specified
exactly, we introduce a distribution function n(X; t) giving the proba-
bility density of finding the system at time t in [X, X + dX] IF, and
as usual require:

( dXn(X; t = 1, Vt. (2.3)
r

Consequently n(X; t) must satisfy a continuity equation in IF-space, the
Liouville equation:

atn(X; t) + Ox - )�n(X; t) = 0, Vt (2.4)

describing the local change of probability density. The gradient operator
Ox denotes the vector of derivatives with respect to the components of
X, and the notation at stands for the partial derivative with respect to t.
We can now state Liouville's theorem, and note that, as a consequence
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of Hamilton's equation, the probability flow is similar to that of an
incompressible fluid. Using Equation 2.1)

N N

49X k 19.,i -_�i [aqi - OpiR + 9pi 19qiW = 0 (2.5)

i.e. the velocity field is divergence-free Ox 0, we can rewrite
(2.4) to obtain:

dtn(X; t) = Otn(X; t) + Oxn(X; t = atn(X; t) + [n(X; t),W = 1
(2.6)

where we use the Poisson bracket [,I (see Equation 2. 10)). Note that
the convective derivative in F-space,

dt =_ Ot + )� -,9x (2.7)

expressing the rate of change along the phase space trajectory of one
point in r. In other words, Liouville's theorem states that the phase
space density is conserved along the flow lines determined by the equa-
tion of motion.

All points whose coordinates differ only by the exchange of the variables
xi and xj of the i'l and /h particles, should be considered as equiv-
alent. We introduce the new N-particle distribution function fN (X; t)
obtained by summing the probability density n(X; t) over all possible
N! permutations of the N particles:

fN (X; t = E n (X; t). (2.8)
V possible permutations

Similar to 2.6) we set

dtfN(X;t)=LNfN, LNfN=OtfN(X;t)+[fN(X;t),W] (2.9)

where the N-particle Liouville operator LN is defined in terms of Poisson
brackets in F-space.

N

[f , WI (aqi f 9pi - pi f 19qiW) (2.10)

using the abbreviation f _ fN (X; t). We can further reduce the level
of detail in the system description by subsequently integrating f over
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the variables 1 2 ... I N - s, thus defining a hierarchy of reduced distri-
bution functions, f (xi, x,) proportional to the particle density in
s-particle phase space:

L (xi, X = f dx,,,...dXNfN(XlX2,---,XN)- 211)
(N - s)! ,

Using 2.6) and 211) we obtain the following chain of equations for
the reduced distribution:

8
L., f, dx,+1,9q, Oi,,+, i9p, f,,+,, s = , 2.. , N - (2.12)

fr

where L, is the Liouville operator LN associated with the s-particle
Hamiltonian. The r.h.s. of 2.12) represents the Coulomb interaction
with the remaining N - s particles and involves f+,, which is one step
higher in the so-called Bogolyubov-Born- Green-Kirkwood- Yvon BBGKY
hierarchy.
At the first level, s = I we write explicitly the I.h.s of 2.12) to get

Pi
'Oth + - .9q, f, ,Oql U(ql - 9p, fi f dq2dP249q, 1,2 ' 'up f2

M r
(2.13)

where the I.h.s. is Lif, and corresponds to the evolution of a free particle
under the effect of the external potential U, while the r.h.s. contains the
Coulomb interaction with the remaining N - particles. The distribu-
tion function f = f (q, p; t) is the particle density in the single-particle
phase space called ft-space and normalized to N particles. The simplest
way to truncate the BBGKY hierarchy is to assume that all particles
are independent. For very large N this implies that the probability of
finding a particle at x is not influenced by the fact that another particle
is at X2, and thus the two particle distribution function is given by:

f2(XlX2;t)=f(Xl;t)f(X2;t)- (2.14)

Using 2.13) and 2.14) we arrive at the Vlasov-Maxwell equation:

P
IV + - 19q - OqU + 0%0) - 9pf = O- (2.15)

m

Here the first term involving U represents the external forces due to
electric and magnetic fields

F = E(q; t) + P x B(q; t) (2.16)
M
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and from Maxwell's equation we get:

OB
V x E + - = 1 (2.17)

at

V B 0. (2.18)

The self-consistent Coulomb potential O(q; t) can be expressed in terms
of the charge density p(q; t), which is proportional to the particle density

n(q; t) f dpf (q, p; t), p(q, p; t = en q; t) (2.19)

and we can write:

O(q; t) dq I (q'; t) (2.20)
12 Iq - q1'

The self-fields due to space-charge are coupled with Poisson's equation

V E = f f (q, p; t)dp. (2.21)

There are may ways to solve Equation 215). Most common in the
accelerator community are the so called grid-based methods following
the pioneering work of Hockney/Eastwood and Birdsall/Langdon 43,
17]. For newer developments in the area of accelerator physics see:
[53, 66, 65, 13]. Semi-Lagrangian methods like these described in 77]
are used mainly for qualitative studies in low dimensional phase spaces.
Another grid-less approach uses tree-based solvers 14, 63], which also
promise large scale simulation capabilities in 31). Four our purpose,
because of the quantitative 31) nature of our research, we use either
a grid-based or tree-based (Lagrangian) type solver, in order to solve
Equation 2.15) efficiently and accurately in our complicated structures.
Figure 1.1 shows what we mean by "complicated structures".

2.1.2 Moments of Distributions

An important method of describing the evolution of a particle distribu-
tion is by considering its moments. The justification for this approach
lies in the fact that for every complete set of positive moments, there ex-
ists a not necessarily unique distribution function 42]. With N the total
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number of particles, we define the moment operator on a function h
of the phase space r by

�h) h (q, p; t) f (q, p; t) d-U. (2.22)
N fr

We note that (h = (h� (t) and moreover because f (q, p; t) is smooth in t,
(h�(t) is also smooth. This fact allows us to write differential equations
for the moments of the distribution, as derived in Section 21.6.

2.1.3 RMS Beam Quantities

Rather than working with �qj) for example, it is customary to define
rms quantities:

V�q2q, 1) - (qj 2 (2.23)

Such quantities represent the standard deviation of the particle beam.
By considering C, the covariance matrix of a particle distribution and
assuming a centered beam we have:

(q2 �qjpj) (qlq2) �qlP2) �qlq3) (qlP3)

(plql) (p2
1 �Plq2� (PlP2� (plq3) (PlP3)

(q2q,) (q2PI) �q 2) �q2P2) �q2q3) (q2P3)
C 2 (2.24)

(p2)
(P2q,) �P2P1) �P2q2) 2 �P2q3) (P2P3)

(q3q,) (q3PI) (q3q2) (q3P2) (q 2) �q3P3)

(p2)
�PA,) (P3PI) (PA2) (P3P2) (PA3) 3

we can define the rms ernittance by:

-2 def
E = det C (2.25)

where

-2
c = const (2.26)
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as a direct consequence of Liouville's theorem. Assuming no correlation
between the three sub-phase spaces (pl, ql),(P2, 2) and (P3, q3), we have:

(q 2) (qipl� 0 0 0 01

(piqi) �p2) 0 0 0 0

2�
0 0 �q2 �q2P2) 0 0

C (2.27)
(p2)

0 0 (P2q2) 2 0 0

0 0 0 0 (q2) (q3P3)3

�p2)0 0 0 0 (P3q3) 3

and the following condition, shown as an example for qipi),

1(') (qlpi�
det const (2.28)

q, (plql) (p2)

-2 -2
and similarly for E q2 and cT3 This situation arises in the case of lin-

ear external and linear space charge forces. The linear space-charge

forces are a direct consequence of ellipsoidal symmetries in the particle

distributions.

2.1.4 The Courant-Snyder Representation of Beam
Ellipses

It is customary in beam dynamics to represent a particle beam mov-

ing in s-direction as a 6-dimensional ellipsoid in IF-space. A Gaussian

particle distribution is assumed. If this ellipsoid is projected into a two

dimensional subspace ql, p = the result is an ellipse in ql p)-ds
space with area A = r * E q shown in Figure 21.4. The general ellipse

equation 25] in n-D may be formulated by the matrix equation

XTC-1X = (2.29)
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Pi

V'(Pl)

_q,

V(qT = VUc_,�

Figure 21: A two-dimensional beam ellipse

where C is a symetric positive definite n x n matrix and X a corre-
sponding n-dimensional vector. In 2-D we have:

(q 2) (qlpl)
X = qj, pl)T and Cqlpi 1 (2.30)

(p2)
(pjqj)

and can write:

xTc-1
qjpi X (2.31)

Regarding now the following relation:

(q') �qjpj) -a
Cq1,P = = EqT, T (2.32)

(pjqj) (p2) -Y
I

we can write the so called Courant-Snyder invariant:

xT 2 + O2T-1X = '.,, or y + 2aqlpl 1 q1- (2.33)

Figure 21 shows the geometric interpretation of the so called Twiss
parameters and -y, a then follows from 2.33).
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2.1.5 Distributions with Ellipsoidal Symmetry

Distributions with ellipsoidal symmetry play an important role in the
validation of particle codes (see Appendix B) and in analytic studies of
space-charge dominated particle transport. The charge density p(q; t is
obtained by integrating the distribution function over momentum space:

P(q; t = f n (q, p; t) dp. (2.34)

More precisely when we speak of an ellipsoidal symmetric distribution,
what we really mean is that the distribution's marginal density function
n(q, p; t) is ellipsoidally symmetric and therefore the charge density p
has ellipsoidal symmetry. The symmetry condition requires that the
marginal density distribution remain constant along concentric ellip-
soids in R3. This can be expressed by requiring a distribution function
of the following form:

n(q; t = g( aq1 (t)+ aq�� (t)+ aq,, (t) ; t) (2.35)

where aq, (t), Zq, (t) and aq,, (t) are positive-definite functions and g is a
positive semi-definite function in the interval ... 00)

2.1.6 3D RMS Envelope Equation

In 1959 Kapchinskij and Valdimirskij published the first envelope equa-
tion, describing two-dimensional beams including space-charge [50]. Al-
though they assumed an unusual phase space distribution (KV or micro
canonical distribution), their result was important because it described,
in terms of a set of ordinary differential equations, the self-consistent
transport of finite emittance beams in strong focusing systems. Sacherer
and Lapostole separately showed that for beams with elliptical symme-
tries (in configuration space) one can derive root mean square (rms) en-
velope equations that are not restricted to a special distribution. They
showed that for linear external fields, and no such restrictions on the
beam self-fields, one could derive a set of ordinary differential equations
(ODE's) that involved only second moments of the beam distribution.
In order to achieve this they had to allow the beam emittance to appear
as an unknown function of time. In this case the equations are no longer
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Figure 22: Laboratory frame and beam frame

self-consistent. Sacherer then derived a set of rms envelope equations
for the three-dimensional case assuming ellipsoidal symmetry. The en-
velope equations will mainly be used to verify the code (see Appendix
B) and to give some insight into the problems of particle dynamics. We
follow Sacherer 75] and Reiser 67], and assume only straight beam line
elements as described in Section 22.3.
Let us first introduce the two notions of. lab frame and beam frame as
depicted in Figure 22. The direction of propagation for charged particle
beams is typically taken to be the s direction. We define the laboratory
frame (lab frame) through (x, y, s) and attach a local coordinate system
to the beam using (x, y, As), the coordinate system of the beam frame.
Note that this is not an inertial frame. The local coordinate As refers
to the axial position of a particle with respect to the beam frame and
,8 ist the velocity of the beam frame divided by c.

(X, Y, AS)bewn = (X, Y, AS POI.b. (2.36)

Now it is easy to convert from time derivatives to path length deriva-
tives':

d ds d d- - __ = oc- (2.37)
dt dt ds ds'

'We will use both variants and sometimes Ue T to indicate the independent
variable which then can be s or t
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Starting with Newton's equation and using r = (x, y, As):

dp d (-ymi) -_ -ym = (r, i; t) (2.38)
dt dt

where the dot indicate time differentiation, -y is the relativistic factor, 
is the particle mass and F is the force on the particle. We now use 2.37)
to convert from the independent variable t to s and define v = 0, 0, v):

-yTnv 2r" = F(r, r'; s) = eE(r; s) + e(i + v) x B(r; s) (2.39)

where prime indicates differentiation with respect to s. Using the as-
sumptions

<< v, � << v and Xs << v (2.40)

i.e. the relative velocities in the beam frame are small compared with
the mean velocity v we arrive at

F (r, r'; s) ;�-, e (E (r; s) + v x B (r; s)). (2.41)

For linear focusing systems the external components of B and E due to
the focusing fields may be represented by a quantity -k(s)r (multiplying
element by element). The focusing force is a linear function of position
and k(s) represents the "spring constant" of the focusing system. For
example the magnetic quadrupole lens, where B(s) is the normal field
component at the ideal pole surface and a the lens aperture, has to first
order: k (s = k = B, (,) . Defining a,, = 1, 0, 0) and a. = (0, 1, 0 we

-Ymva

can write k = k(a, - ay) and hence:

F(r, r'; s = kr + e(V(r) + v x B (r; s)) (2.42)

where E(r) is the electric self-field and (r) is the magnetic self-field
perpendicular to the direction of motion. (r) is obtained by a Lorentz
transformation between the laboratory and beam frames. Defining

I 0 0

T, O I O (2.43)

0 0 -y- 2

we obtain

F(r, r'- s) -k(s)r + eE'(r; s). (2.44)
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Rewriting 2.39) explicitly as two first-order differential equations yields:

Ir = PI

I 1 (2.45)
P = � � (-kr + eE'(r; s))

_yMO20

Using the �.) operator componentwise on vectors: (r) =_ (x), (y) (As))
and using the relations (r' = r�' we can write the first order moment
equation:

1 (2.46)
(PY � � (-k(r) + e, (E'(r; s)))_yrnO20

and realize that for a perfectly aligned beam (Es (r; s) = due to
cancellation, as well as (r = and (p = 0. The first order moment
equation describes nothing else than the equation of motion of the centre
of charge.

Discussing the more interesting second order moment equations we re-
strict ourselves, for clarity, to the x component and use the commutivity
of d1ds and (.). We further denote by E the x component of E and
use E = E (s) and k, = kx (s) in the sequel:

(X2), = 2xpx�,

(Xp.) = (P2) kx 2� +
x -yTn,82 2 �X '2�xEx)), (2.47)C ly

�P2) = _ 2e
x _yM'82C2 (- 2 k. (s) (px x) +ly2(pxEx))

These equations have two unknowns, (xE,,) and (pxEx�. The term
(p.,Ex) is related to the so-called emittance growth in the beam, and

-2
can be eliminated. By introducing ex in 2.47) one finally obtains:

2y? -2
2)// 1(X 2kx 2e 2cx 0.

(X + � � (xEx) (2.48)2 X2) Tn-yV2 Tny3V2

Equation 248) can be simplified by the following change of variable

= /(X-). (2.49)
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� represents the standard deviation of the particle beam in the x direc-
tion and is general referred to as the rms beam envelope in the literature.
From this definition we find:

(X 2), = 2f and (X2)11 2 f 2 + 2f. (2.50)

Using these relations in 2.48) we obtain the 3D rms envelope equations:

- it (XE�') �2
x 2 + kx e x = O. (2.51)

;�__yV 2 X 2 - -
x X3

By recognizing a few standard beam parameters, the generalized beam
perveance K as an intensity related parameter and the focusing function
.F rather than the force function k

I 2 el 2 e2 Nv 2
K

Jo )3-y3 4-7rEOTnC3 3_y3 47rEornC3 O3_y3 (2-52)

1
.FX �M__V 2 kx

we finally cast 2.51) into a more compact form for all three components:

2
2ireo xE�) -6 X

x2 + Yxx - K eN . __ -
x X3

-2
2,7rEo (yEy� fy =0,

y2 + Yy - K eN - - (2.53)
Y Y3

2-7reo (zE;,)Z2 2 Z+.Fzz - y K- - =O
eN Z3

with another change in variables z = As to simplify the notation. We

are now left with the unknowns xEx), yEy) and zEz�. These can be

obtained in terms of geometrical space-charge factors 75] in the form

of elliptic integrals

Gmnp(Xl Y, Z = 3 f ds (2.54)
2 0 2 O (y2 + )� (Z2 + S)'

(X 2 2 2

and finally

�xEx = x) G3, 1,1 (X, Y, Z),

(yEy = (x) GI,3,1 (X, Y, Z), (2.55)

(zEz = x) G 1, 1,3 X, Y, Z)
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2.2 Coordinate Systems

The motion of a charged particle in an accelerator can be described
by relativistic Hamilton mechanics. A particular motion is that of the
reference particle, having the central energy and traveling on the so-
called reference trajectory. Motion of a particle close to this fictitious
reference particle can be described by linearized equations for the dis-
placement of the particle under study, relative to the reference particle.
It is customary and common sense in accelerator physics to use s, the
longitudinal path length, as independent variable instead of the time
t A moving coordinate system (XI Y, ) is attached to the beam centre
represented by the reference particle. This is simply a laboratory frame
which coasts along with the beam and not an inertial frame. (x, y, s)
will be referred as the local or beam coordinate system.

2.2.1 Design or Reference Orbit

In order to describe the motion of charged particles we use the local
coordinate system (see Figure 23). The accelerator and/or beam line
to be studied is described as a sequence of beam elements placed along a
reference or design orbit. The global reference orbit (see Figure 24), also
known as the design orbit, is the path of a charged particle having the
central design momentum of the accelerator through idealized magnets
with no fringe fields.

The reference orbit consists of a series of straight sections and circular
arcs. It is defined under the assumption that all elements are perfectly
aligned along the design orbit. The accompanying tripod (Dreibein of
the reference orbit spans a local curvilinear right handed system (XI Y, 8).
The local s-axis is the tangent to the reference orbit. The two other
axes are perpendicular to the reference orbit and are labelled x (in the
bend plane) and y (perpendicular to the bend plane).

2.2.2 Global Reference System

The global reference orbit (see Figure 24) of the accelerator is uniquely
defined by the sequence of physical elements. The local reference sys-
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Figure 23: Local Reference System

tern x, y, s) may thus be referred to a global Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem (X, Y, Z). The positions between beam elements are numbered
01 ... I i.... n. The local reference system (xi, yi, s) at position i, i.e.
the displacement and direction of the reference orbit with respect to
the system (X, Y, Z) are defined by three displacements (Xi, Y, Zi) and
three angles (E)i, (Di, Ti). The above quantities X, Y and Z are dis-
placements of the local origin in the respective directions.

E) is the angle of rotation (azimuth) about the global Y-axis, between
the global Z-axis and the projection of the reference orbit onto the
(Z, X)-plane. A positive angle E forms a right-handed screw with the
Y-axis.

(P is the pitch angle, i.e. the angle between the reference orbit and its
projection onto the (Z, X)-plane A positive angle corresponds to Y
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projection of s
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Zint rsection of
(x, y) and (Z, X) planes

Figure 24: Global Reference System

increasing with s. If only horizontal bends are present, the reference
orbit remains in the (Z, X)-plane and �D is always zero.

Lastly, IF is the roll angle about the local s-axis, i.e. the angle between
the intersection of the (x, y)- and (Z, X)-planes and the local x-axis A
positive angle forms a right-hand screw with the s-axis.

The angles ), (D, T) are not the Euler angles. The reference orbit starts
at the origin and points by default in the direction of the positive Z-axis.
The initial local axes (x, y, s) coincide with the global axes (X, Y, Z)
in this order. The displacement is described by a vector v and the
orientation by a unitary matrix W. The column vectors of W are unit
vectors spanning the local coordinate axes in the order (x, y, s). v and
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W have the values:

X

V Y W = SU (2.56)

z

where

cos 9 0 sin E) I 0 0

S 0 1 0 7- 0 cos D sin 

sin 0 0 cos E) 0 sin ) cost) j (2.57)

Cos - sin IF 0

U sin Cos'Q 0 (2.58)

0 0 1

We take the vector ri to be the displacement and the matrix Si to be
the rotation of the local reference system at the exit of the element i
with respect to the entrance of that element.

Denoting with i a beam line element, one can compute vi and )/V by
the recurrence relations

v = W-ir + v-1, W = -isi- (2.59)

This relation 259) is used in the generation of ray-tracing movies,
described in Appendix AM.

2.2.3 Local Reference System

Reference System for Straight Beam Line Elements

In straight elements the reference system (see Figure 25) is simply
translated along the local s-axis by the length of the element. In
MAD9P this is true for:
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• Drift spaces

• Quadrupoles

• RF cavities

The corresponding r, S are

0 1 0 0

r 0 S O I (2.60)

L 0 0 1

A rotation of the element about the s-axis has no effect o r and S.

X1 X2

Y1 Y2 8

L

Figure 25: Reference System for Straight Beam Elements

Reference System for Bending Magnets

Both rectangular (see Figure 26) and sector (see Figure 27) bending
magnets have curved reference orbits. For both types of magnet

R(cos a - ) cos a 0 - sin a

r 0 S 0 1 0

Rsina sin ce 0 cos a

where a is the bend angle. A positive bend angle represents a bend to
the right, i.e. towards negative x values. For sector bending magnets,
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X
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L
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Figure 26: Reference System for a Rectangular Bending Magnet

the bend radius is given by R, and for rectangular bending magnets it
has the value

R L
2 sin(a/2)'

If the magnet is rotated about the local s-axis by an angle T, r and 
are transformed by

r* = Tr, S* = TST-1-

where T is the orthogonal rotation matrix

Cos Q sin IQ 

T sin qi cos qf 0

0 0 1

In order to bend in the vertical (y) direction, one can simply rotate the
coordinate system. The special value = 7/2 represents a bend down.
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In addition, MAD9P uses a special attribute (see Table AA) on the
sector bend (SBEND) and the rectangular bend (RBEND) elements in
order to bend in the vertical direction.

XI X2
X

2

Yi Y2

R R

Figure 27: Reference System for a Sector Bending Magnet
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2.3 Single Particle Motion

In programs like Version Of MAD a hybrid description of the momen-
tum error is used. The average momentum is defined by means of the
relative momentum error 6,, with the definition

Pr = Po (I 6 = Pr -Po (2.61)
Po

where pr is the average (synchronous) momentum and o is the design
momentum of the machine.

In the presence of synchrotron motion and/or synchrotron radiation,
RF-Cavities or space-charge, the actual momentum oscillates around
p,. It is defined by the energy error scaled by the momentum

Pt = E E, (2.62)
Prc

where Er is the energy corresponding to the momentum p,. For strongly
relativistic particles both 6 and t can be interpreted as relative energy
errors or as relative momentum errors. However, for low energies the
distinction is important. With respect to the same momentum these
definitions differ by powers of 8. Consider for < < I a small A E:

AE AP 2 AP V Prc
�Z-- Pt =: � where = - - - (2.63)

Er E, p, c E, 

It expresses both quantities , and t) as relative momentum errors.We
describe the formalism used in the CLASSIC library and in MAD91'.

2.3.1 Hamiltonian for Magnetic Elements

Hamiltonian with Arc Length as Independent Variable

The general Hamiltonian for a magnetic element in a curved reference
system with the finite curvature 1 has been derived in severalR
references 28, 25] and has the form

-(I (eA, + VAP2 - MC)2 - p� - Ax)2 - py - Ay)2

(2-64)
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where the scalar potential is set to zero. The independent variable is
the arc length s, and the canonical pairs of variables are

(X� PX), (Y' py), (f = -ct, = Elc). (2.65)

The longitudinal variables are scaled by the velocity of light c. Thus all
position coordinates have the dimension of a length, and the Hamilto-
nian and all canonical momenta have the same dimension. The particle
charge is e, and A,, A., and A, are the components of the magnetic
vector potential expressed in the curvilinear reference system. If all
three vector potential components are retained, any magnetic element
can be represented.

Introduction of Deviations in Time and Momentum

We note that neither of the longitudinal variables is a small quantity.
We therefore first transform the variables so as to introduce the time
difference between the reference frame and the actual particle and the
relative momentum error. The transformation is derived from the gen-
erating function

F = _XpX1 - ypy - (f + CIV,) VA(p���

, p 2 (MC) 2 (2.66)

The canonical variables for the transverse motion do not change. The
longitudinal variables are transformed according to

tj aF - / V-(p, �+pl�2 (�C)2
_WPT (f+,Sc/v,)(P,+Pl)

+pl)2 + (MC)2.

(2.67)

The new variables ti, pi can be rewritten in terms of the original vari-
ables -t, E:

ti (-t+slv,)-C(P,+Pl) = (- + SV') - V,
(p+p,)2+(_C)2 (2.68)

Pi Vj� �_(M�C 2 - pr = p - pr.

The new time variable is the negative time deviation from the reference
frame, multiplied by the actual velocity v of the particle. The new
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energy variable is the deviation of the momentum from the reference
momentum Pr. The transformed Hamiltonian expressed in the new
variables is

WI W OF,
(98

+ KI)

(eAV(p, PI 2 (P., - eAx)2 - (py, - eA,,)') (2.69)
Vf(p���

PI 2 (MC) 2 C/V,.

The last term expresses the motion of the reference frame.

Scaling the Momentum Variables

The equations of motion do not change if the Hamiltonian and all canon-
ical momenta are scaled by the constant momentum Pr as follows:

W 2 W 1 IP,,

Px = PxI/Pri Py2 Pyi/Pr, P2 = P11P11

X2 = XI, Y2 Y1, t2 = tI-

(2.70)

The transverse momenta are now to first order equal to the transverse
angles, and P2 is the relative momentum error with respect t Pr. The
final Hamiltonian is, after renaming P2 to Pt and dropping the index 2:

W = -(I r'X)

(eA,/p, V(1 +p,)2 - pX - Ax /Pr )2 - (p - Ay/Pr )2) 271)

+ (C/V,)VI(l �+pt�2+ (-cpr-2.

In this form all canonical variables are small deviations from reference
values and the Hamiltonian can be expanded as a Taylor series. This
can be done automatically by use of a Truncated Power Series Algebra
Package, and we need no further analytical expansion. If the vector
potential is independent of the time the exact equations of motion can
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be written as:

dx '9'1'� = (1+rx)(px-eAx1p,)1p,,dS ap�

dy O'�t= (I Kx) (py - Ay lp,) lp,ds ap,

dt + K) ( + Pt) /P + /vr,
TS D�Pt

PX 07' WM a ((1 + Kx)A,) + d- '9Ax + dy aA�'
ds ax YX ds ax ds ax + KP""

dpl, _ I (e/P') a ((1 + x)A,) + dx aA- + dy
ds ay ay ds 09Y ds ay

dpt - 0,
ds--

(2.72)

where we have introduced the relative longitudinal momentum

Pz = (1 + t 2 - px - eAx /Pr )2 - p, - eA,,/p,)2, (2.73)

and the actual particle velocity

/ I--J -Pt 2 �+��.= (i +Pt) (,rnclp, 2 (2-74)

These equations model the dependency of the motion upon Pr exactly

for all problems, even if the Hamiltonian is expanded in terms of the

canonical variables. Here a general remark is appropriate: under ac-

celeration or heavy space-charge conditions, t does change and the

transformation is no longer canonical. However as long as no mappings

(see Section 24.1) are made, this does no harm, because after each

cavity one simply adjusts PO. On the other hand, for non-relativistic

calculations an obvious choice would be rnoc as scaling for the momen-

tum variables, enabling us to do analysis based o maps.

2.3.2 Potential Expansions

In order to use differential algebra (DA) 16] we basically construct the

field in the mid-plane by polynomial expansion and use for the moment

a local artesian coordinate system Y, Z) 
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Scalar Potential Expansion from the Mid-Plane Field

Assuming we know the magnetic field on the mid-plane to be

B,, (x, 0, z = B, (x, 0, z = 0, B. (x, 0, z = B x, z), (2.75)

its scalar potential can be written immediately 19 as

V 00 _l)ny2n+l 92 a2 n

E (2n + 1! - + Y2 ) B (x, z). (2.76)
n=O

The field components are:

00 )2
Bx . (_l)ny2n+l c 92 n a B (x, z), (2.77)

n=O (2 n + 1! 5-x2 + 57z2 ) ax

00 2n a 2 a 2 n
Hy = E ( IN jjX2 + 9Z2 B (x, z), (2.78)

n=O (2n)!

Bz 00 -l)ny2n+l 92 a2 n a B (x, z). (2.79)

(2n + 1! j�x-2 + j�z2 ) azn=O
One can verify these formulae by checking grad V and the vanishing of

curl B and div B.

Scalar Potential Expansion using Multipole Coefficients

The Laplace equation in cylindrical coordinates is

1 a2V a2V

A V � a (r'V) + 2 - + 67 = . (2.80)r ar ar r a02 Z2

Using a separation of variables

V = VI 0) V2 (r, z) (2.81)

the equation can be separated as follows

I d 2 V 1 2 (a 2 2
1 = -- (r V2 a V2) +r'V2) _n2. (2.82)

W V2 _�jZ2 ar
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The left-hand side depends only on and the right-hand side only on
r and z, thus both must be constant. For a non-decaying solution they
must equal -n where n is an integer. Putting the left -hand side equal

to -n 2:

d v, 2V
d02 + n = VI == exp(±ino). (2.83)

Putting the right-hand side equal to -n 2 we can solve by Fourier trans-
formation along z:

2 92 V2 2 92 V2 09V2 _ 2V
r _�r2_ + r _jjZ2 + r 9,r n 2 0

,92 (2.84)
2 _(2 (9 V2 2 2 2)-(7

r --5 _r2 +Or (r W + n 2 0.

The transformed equation is a modified Bessel differential equation.
It has a unique solution which depends on r only and remains finite
for r = 0, namely a modified Bessel function

)n /4)n
V2 In /2 M! ( + )! (2.85)

M=O

This solution can be multiplied by an arbitrary function f (w) without

violating the equation. Let us make the Ansatz

f (w = (-iwl2) -nKn (W), (2-86)

where kn (w) is the Fourier transform of an arbitrary function Kn (Z) 

The back transformation gives

V2 (r, Z = rn co (-r2/4)m d2mK.(Z) (2.87)

Y- m! (m + n)! dZ2-
M=1

Summing over all n, the scalar potential is

co 00 (-r2/4)m d2mKn(z)

V = 1: exp(±inO)r' E m! (m + n)! dZ2- (2.88)
n=-oo M=O

The K,,(z) can be identified as the multipole coefficients of the magnetic

field. Indeed for Kn(z) independent of z we find the expected form

00 rn

V K,, exp(±inO) - (2-89)
n!

n=_00
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For variable K, the potential is corrected by a factor which contains
even derivatives of K and even powers of r. The potential can be
rewritten in terms of the artesian coordinates:

00 00 2 2) 2mK. Z)= E (X ± iY), E (- (X + /4) d (2.90)

n=-oo M=O 7n! (m + n)! dZ2?n

Vector Potential for a Sector Dipole

XI A X2
r

Y

81 82

R

Figure 28: Reference System for a Sector Bending Magnet

For a sector dipole we take the coordinate system shown in Fig. 28
(y direction is vertical). In the coordinate system (r, y, s) we define a
vector potential which has only an s-component A = 0, 0, A,). The
magnetic field then takes the form

aAs 1,9(rA,)
B, (r, y, s) YY By Or, Y, S =r Or (2.91)
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and Maxwell's equation curl curl A = takes the form

02 A, 1 OA, 1 02 A,
--5-r 2 + - 2 A, 2 = O. (2.92)

r Or r 49Y

We now replace r by R (I + x), where is the curvature of the reference
orbit, and R is the corresponding radius of curvature. We also replace
A, by U = (I Kx)A,. The field components can then be written as

(I x)Bx au (I x) B. = au (2-93)
ay ax

and 2.92) takes the form

02U 92 K au

��) _ _ - 0. (2.94)_X2 + -, 2ay + x ax

Let the magnetic field in the mid-plane be given by the polynomial
expansions

00 00
Bx (x, 0, s) A,,, x', By (x, 0, s) A,,x' (2.95)

n=O n=O

and U be expanded in a series

00

U(x, ) E U.(X)Y,. (2-96)
M=0

It is then immediately seen that

(1 + Kx)Bx(x, 0, s = - lm au __ -Ui(x),
ly-40 ay (2.97)

(1 + rx) B., (x, 0, s = l OU - dUo (x)
Y-�o x dx
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From this we deduce the first two U(x) to be

00
+ nx) 1 Bx'dxUO W = n=O

0" x n+1= Box JBn + nnBn-1) n +
n=1 (2.98)

co

U, (x = -(1 + x) EAn Xn

n=O

-Ao - E(An + nrAn- )Xn.
n=1

Substituting 296) into the differential equation 2.94) gives

00 d2 uTn 1)umyn-2 K dUm
E -WX2-y' + n(,r - I+ x dx Y 0, 299)
M=0 (

which leads to the recurrence relation

d2 Um K dU
(Tn 2 n + 1) Um+2 (X) - + for m > .

dx2 1 + x dx
(2.100)

This relation can be easily solved using differential algebra. In the case

h = the Uk terms take the simple form

00 00UO W = 1: Bn xn+ '/(n + 1), Ul(x) 1: An Xn, (2.101)

i=O i=O

(Tn 2 Tn + 1) U.+2 (X) - d 2 Um for T > . (2.102)
dx I -

2.3.3 Equations of Motion and their Solutions

The maps for the other beam line elements (rectangular and sector bend

and quadrupole) are computed by the methods described in Section 24.
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Field-Free Regions (Drift space)

For a field-free region, and using the definitions of p, and v given in
(2.73) and (2.74) respectively, the equations of motion are

I IPX /Pz P = 0,

= 0, (2.103)Y Py /Pz' AY

t' V/V, (I t)1P" Pt = 0,

using to denoted d . They have the exact solutionds

X = Xj+L-px1lPz' Px2 Px1,

Y2 = yl+Lpyl/pzl Py2 Pyl, (2.104)

t2 = tj+L-(v1v,-(I+ptj)1p,), Pt2 Ptl-

We adopt here the MAD convention and use the symbol t for the longi-
tudinal direction. On all plots s denotes the longitudinal position along

the beam line.

RF-Cavity as Buncher

To first order, the longitudinal momentum spread is modulated by a

sinusoidal electric field. With A the wave length of the RF, the particle

phase becomes c = ceo + (t + 0.50A 2'01 I

Pt = Al Vpeak 'Sin(a) (2.105)

and Vp,,,k is the peak fractional momentum change with respect to the

design momentum.

Pill Box Cavity

The RIF Gap including acceleration is based on 74]. The vector po-

tential for a cylindrical cavity (in a straight coordinate system) can be
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written as:

Ax = Ez (z)' x sin(wt + 0),
2w

A = E., (z)' y sin(wt + 0), (2.106)
2w
1 r2 W2

Az = - [Ez (z - - [E. (z)" + -E, (z)]] sin (wt + 0),
W 4 c2

where Ez (z) is the electric potential on r = = �X2+ y2) (on axis),
and = 2rp,.f and some initial phase. The linear map is obtained in
two steps: first integrate the design particle through the field in order
to get the new -y (energy change). Then the linear map Mq is obtained
by numerical integration as described in detail in 74] and 73].

2.4 Lie Algebraic Methods

Here we introduce the tools needed to construct the so called maps
in order to advance, propagate or track particles from initial to final
positions as illustrated in Figure 24.
Let E 17 denote the six-vector of coordinates and momenta. In the
language of mappings, a major mathematical tool in modern accelerator
physics, we would say that there is a (generally nonlinear) map A4,
corresponding to the Hamiltonian H, which maps initial phase space
variables onto final variables (f and we write

(f = W . (2.107)

Map M

Final state Initial state

Figure 29: Mapping coordinates
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Such maps have at least three applications in accelerator physics 29]:

• Element, beam line and machine description

• Analysis

• Providing bounds on long-term orbit stability (ray tracing)

MAD9P uses this Ansatz to obtain the so-called transfer map for a beam
line element. If M is such a map, it follows from a theorem of Poincar6
that if the right-hand side of a set of differential equations is analytic,
then the final conditions are analytic functions of the initial conditions.
Hence we quite generally expect to be able to make a Taylor expansion
of the kind:

(kf = Ck + 1: Rk,1(j + ETk,1,.QQi + �7, Uk,1,.,.(1i(.i(i +
1 I'm 1,mn

(2.108)

where k, 1, m, n denote cardinal indices. The linear behaviour is repre-
sented by the matrix Rkj and the nonlinear behaviour is governed by
the tensors Tk,,,m, Uk,,,,,,,,, etc. The map 4 is often Taylor-expanded
because the motion of a particle in an accelerator is dominated by the

linear part. Equation 2.108) is the form of an general diffeomorphism

[30], which can include dissipative processes such as the effect of syn-

chrotron radiation. Since diffeornorphisms form a Lie group, they can

be written in Lie form. We also know that in the case of Hamiltonian

systems, the transfer map is intrinsically symplectic.

The (time) evolution of a density function f in F space is described by

a Poisson Bracket. From 2.64) we can derive a general expression for

the time dependence of any function f i, pi) of the coordinates and

momenta, thus:

df k Of Oqi Of Opi k Of O-H Of O-H

d = E . _+_ .- = E _-__ (2.109)
t i=1 Oqi 9t Opi 19t i=1 aqi Opi Opi Oqi

where in general k is the total number of degrees of freedom of the

system (k = 3 in our case). With the definition of the Poisson Bracket

[f, g] of two functionsf : r -+ I,, g: r, --+ r
k Of 9g Of g

g] Oqi api api O (2.110)
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equation 2.109) can be rewritten as:

df
- = _ [,HI f (2.111)
dt

We note that for any functions f, g and a E C the following holds:

[af, g] [f, ag] a[f, g]

V, g] -[g f

V f 0 

Using this along with 2.111) we get

d'H
= _ HI H = (2.112)

dt

which shows that H is a constant of motion.

Lie Operator

We can construct an operator f from any function f defined by

f g Vg] (2.113)

We call an operator f a Lie operator. Repeated actions on f : are
2 : f 3written f . etc. where

f 2g = f f g = [f, V, g1l

f 3g = f f ( f g) = v v, gill

We can now express the exponential of a Lie operator f by means of
a power series expansion:

e (: f f (2.114)
n!

n=O

An operator of the form e(:f:) is called a Lie transformation 2]. Using
(2.113) we can rewrite 2.111):

df ['HI f] W f (2.115)
dt
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which suggests the solution:

f (t) = e f (0) (2.116)

Without rigorously deriving 2116), the result is apparent from the
analogous first order differential equation to 2.115). It can be seen al-
ready that the Hamiltonian approach has imaginable advantages, par-
ticularly for nonlinear systems. Using Newtonian methods, the equation
of motion is expressed as a differential equation that must be integrated
to find the values of variables at particular times. In contrast, since

h is a differential operator, finding the value of a function f at some
time t involves a process of differentiation. Of course we still have a
sum over an infinite number of terms to consider, but in a number of
important cases this can be done without much trouble.

Example: Harmonic Oscillator

To illustrate the use of Equation 2.116) we consider the case of a har-
monic oscillator:

1P2 + 1 W2q2 (2.117)
2 2

where we work in units in which the mass of the particle is normalized
to one. Using Equation 2.116) with f (q, p) = q we find:

q(t) e(-':':)q(O)

00 1 (2.118)L -(-t : H :)'q(O).
n=O n!

Applying the operator W to q we find:

q [H, q = p

2 q (-p) 2q (2.119)

Now we can rewrite Equation 2.118) and obtain:

00 1 1 1
1: - q(O = q)[1 - W + W 
n=O n! 2 4! (2.120)

+ P(0) [Wt - 1 W3t3 + 1W 5t5
W 3! 5!
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Despite the repeated operation of H in 2120) this expression is
linear in q and p. It is a example of a solvable map, which can be
expressed as a finite series in the state variables. Obviously Wt can be
recognized as a power series expansion of trigonometric functions, thus:

q(t = O) cos(wt) + PM sin(wt). (2.121)
W

Similarly, we find by applying to the function f (q, p = p:

p(t) = p(O) cos(wt - wq(O) sin(wt). (2.122)

Equations 2121) and 2122) could also obtained in Newtonian me-
chanics by integrating the equation of motion. The advantages of this
approach become apparent however when one has to find solutions for
nonlinear systems.

2.4.1 Using Differential Algebra (DA) to Generate

Maps

We use algebraic techniques to construct the map (M in 2.107)), de-
scribing the flows for the ordinary differential equations occuring in our
problem. Details and references on this approach can be found in 16].
The treatment of the nonlinear effects can be unified to all orders by DA
methods based on the observation that for any functional dependence
on the computer, it is possible to determine the Taylor expansion of the
function by building up the final Taylor expansion step by step via the
respective arithmetic operations. The so-called Truncated Power Series
Algebra (TPSA) is nothing else than an equivalence class of functions
endowed with operators such as addition and scalar and vector multi-
plication.
If T denotes the process of Taylor expansion to a given order N: and
if f , g C C' functions: f [a, b] Rv ---, R which can be expanded by
an N-th order Taylor polynomial, we have

fg T F, G

+5/1* (D, e, o, o

f+11�*g T Fo, EG
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Now by adding the derivation operator 9, which naturally exists on
function spaces

f T F

0-1(9 a-' (90 0

af, a-, T aoF, O� F

we end up with DA. A serious drawback of polynomial maps are their
non-physical nature, since they are truncated, with an error propor-
tional to N + 1 where N is the highest order of the map. In other words,
the intrinsic symplectic structure is destroyed and artificial growth of
any of the dynamical variables might be produced. To overcome this we
note that powerful mathematical tools have been developed to symplec-
tify a truncated polynomial map 16] 87] 34]. A discussion of DA with
remainder terms can be found in 16]. In many situations, as shown in
a particular example in Section 24, solvable maps are available and one
of the symplectification procedures makes use of solvable maps in order
to construct maps based on solvable maps only.

Example Map Generation for a SBEND Body in mad9p

MAD9P uses polymorphic vector power series package provided by CLAS-

sic to obtain maps for quadrupole and all dipole elements. The FVps
is a polymorphic vector power series class and Series are power series
classes. This example shows the use of DA in two different situations.
First we use DA in order to construct the vector potential A, for a sector
bending magnet, by explicitly evaluating Equations 2.98) and 2.1 00).
The rough code sketch is shown in Figure 24.1. The vector potential
for the sector bending magnet has for simplicity no skew components,
and a minimal order of three for the expansion of the mid-plane field is
assumed.
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Series SBendMap::buildSBendVectorPotential(

const BMultipoleField &field,

T K)

Define variables

Series A,

int order = field.ordero;

T k=2.0;

Series y = Series::makeVariable(Y);

Construct terms: constant and linear in y

Series A = field.normal(order);

for(i=:order; -- i >= f

A=A*x + field.normal(i)

I
A= (A(1.0 + rx)). integral W compare Equation 2.98)

A,,=A

Series yp = y * y/2.0;

f actor = r0l.0 + r. * x);

Construct terms up to desired order

while (true) I compare Equation 2.100)

A = A.derivative(X);

A = factor*A - A.derivative(W * yp;

A, = A;

if k > order) break;

yp = y / double(k);

return A,;

Figure 210: Vector potential for a Sector Bending Magnet
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Secondly, A, represented as a power series is used to obtain the map
from in Equation 271) with the use of 2.73) and 274). We also
note the similarity of equations and presented C+ code sketches, which
is a direct result of the object oriented design and the use of polymor-
phism.

FVps<TDim> SBendMap::getBodyMap(

const MultipoleField &field,

T 1ength,,8,sca1epOmassn,

FVps<TDim> M)

Define variables
Series p., = Series::makeVariable(PX);

Series p. = Series::makeVariable(PY);
Series pt Series::makeVariable(PT);

Build Kinematic terms

Series x Series::makeVariable(X);
Series p, (1.0 + r, x) * \/p2 - - 2t X 'Y
T kin -_ mass

Po

Series E 

Build Vector potential in curved reference system

Series As = buildSBendVectorPotential(field, r.) scale;

Substitute previous map and apply result
Series H = As E - z;

M = ExpMap(-H * length).substitute(M);

return M;

Figure 2 1: Map generation for a Sector Bending Magnet

2.5 Poisson Solvers

As mentioned in Section 21, discreteness effects and collisions are ne-

glected. The task of calculating the electrostatic potential or directly

the electric field of an arbitrary charge distribution is referred to as the

Poisson problem. Table 21 provides an overview of some of the many

existing Poisson Solvers 39]. N denotes the number of particles and M

the number of grid points for grid-based methods. A rough estimate of
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the computational effort is given. Many of the methods were developed

Poisson Solver Computes Compexity

PP Particle-Particle Direct E O(N 2)

PM Particle-Mesh FFT 0 O(N + M log M)

TREE Hierarchical Mee E O(NlogN)

FMM Fast Multipole Method Tee 0 0 (N) to 0 (N log N)

p3M PP + PM Hybrid E,0 0((NIM 2 M log M)

Ap3M Adaptive p3M (k O(N + M log M)

TPM TREE PM Hybrid E,0 O(N) to (N log N)

PM2 Particle Multiple-Mesh 0 0 (M log M)

NGPM Nested Grid Particle-Mesh 0 0( + M log M)

SCF Self Consistent Field 0 O(N)

Table 21: Overview of the ost common Poisson olvers.

for stellar dynamics simulations, but most of them can be applied to
beam dynamics as well - the non-relativistic mathematics is the same -
up to the different time-scales and coupling constants. However, some
methods are better suited for collisional systems, while others are not
intended to deal with high densities at all. We will focus on the first
three methods in Table 21 and compare them in Appendix B. The par-
ticle mesh solver is further parallelized and all results in Chapters 3 4
and were obtained by using the parallel version of the solver presented
in Section 25.3.

2.5.1 The Poisson Problem

In order to obtain A42 in Equation 2132) we must solve Poisson's
equation, where p stands for the charge density and for the scalar
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electrostatic potential:

V20(q) p(q) (2.123)
60

subject to open boundary conditions in all spatial directions: O(q) -� 0
as JqJ -� oo or imposing periodic boundary conditions in longitudinal
directions. The assumption of using an "isolated system" is physically
motivated by observing the ratio of the beam size to vacuum vessel
domensions. It has the computational advantages that one can use
cyclic convolution in 2129). The computational domain C R3 
simply connected and has a scylindrical or rectilinear shape. The cor-
responding integral equation reads:

(q) f G(q - q) p(q') dq', Q C R3 (2.124)

Q

where G is the Green's function which gives the response to a unit source
term. In 3D we have

G(q - q) (2.125)
47 Iq - qJ

The electric field then follows from the electrostatic potential

E = -VO. (2.126)

2.5.2 Particle-Particle Solver

The Particle-Particle (PP) solver with intrinsic open boundary condi-
tions is conceptually and computationally the simplest of all methods
as it directly calculates the electric field at every particle's position by
summing (in continuum) over the contributions from all other N - I
particles:

1 qij
E = 47rEO 3.0i ij

using qij = qi - % and qij = I i - qj 1. This is exact up to numerics,
as no spatial discretization is made, but at the price of the highest
computational effort, namely (N2). In order to avoid a numerical
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breakdown at small interparticle distances, a softening parameter was
included:

Ei ej qij
47r6o 2 + e2)3/2

i0i qZ

This is the currently implemented version of the PP Poisson solver.
Note that periodic boundary conditions drastically increase the compu-
tational effort, as infinitely many interactions need to be accounted for.
Then, the Ewald summation technique 32] can be used, which provides
a faster converging sum. We focus only on open boundary conditions
in this case.

2.5.3 Particle-Mesh Solver

The Particle-Mesh (PM) 43] solver is one of the oldest improvements
over the PP solver. Still one of the best references is the book by
R.W. Hockney & J.W. Eastwood 43]. The PM solver introduces a
discretization of space. The rectangular computation domain =
[-Lx, Lx] x [L,,Ly] x [-LtLt], just big enough to include all par-
ticles, is segmented into a regular mesh of M = M., x M,, x Mt grid
points. The charges are assigned from the particle positions in con-
tinuum, onto the grid using one of two available interpolation schemes:
cloud in cell (CIC) or nearest grid point (NGP). Then the Poisson equa-
tion is solved on the mesh and the electric field at the particle positions
is obtained by interpolating back from the mesh. The use of the convo-
lution theorem to solve the discretized Poisson equation 2.123) on the
grid can dramatically improve performance.

Let QD be spanned by a mesh of x n x m with I = I ... M, n = I M�,
andm = ... Mt. The solution of the discretized Poisson equation with
k = 1, n, 7n, )

V V (k) �k E D. (2.127)
EO

OD then is given by convolution with the appropriate discretized Green's
function GD:

OD = D * GD. (2.128)
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In Fourier space (hats) the convolution becomes a simple multiplication,
with

G(q) G(k)
4ir _F 47r JkJ2

and we get:

P=:e-d . (2.129)

Thus, the convolution sum is converted to a single multiplication at the
cost of a Fourier transform. Fortunately, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
on the mesh is a very fast and accurate method of transforming mesh-
defined quantities to Fourier space. It needs 0 (M log M) computational
effort, so that, together with the interpolations, an overall scaling of
0 (N + M log M) is achieved.

In order to have good spatial resolution, small grid sizes are often nec-
essary, which again require a large number of particles. Therefore, both
the grid size M and the particle number N are limiting factors. The
PM Solver Algorithm is summarized in the following algorithm:

PM Solver Algorithm
> Assign particle charges qj to nearby mesh points to obtain p D
> Use FFT on p D and G D to obtain e and OD

> Determine D on the grid using 2.129)
> Use inverse FFT on D to obtain OD

> Compute E D =_VOD2

> Interpolate E(q) at particle positions q from E D

Open and Periodic Boundary Conditions

In order to meet open boundary conditions and to remove the intrinsic
periodicity of the FFT, the grid size needs to be doubled in all spatial
dimensions and the charge distribution is located at only one otant.
The charge distribution is set equal to zero elsewhere. If the potential
is then calculated in the entire enlarged region, the correct potential for
an isolated system is obtained in the 'physical' octant. This is referred
to as the 'Hockney Trick' 43]. For periodic boundary conditions in the
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Cloud �eriter
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Figure 2.12: CIC nterpolation scheme.

longitudinal direction, the Hockney trick is applied to the transverse
directions only. The main drawback of this method is its high storage
requirement. However, using symmetries one is able to bound the re-
quired storage to 2Nq where N. is the grid size used in the physical
region of the calculation (see 431 on p. 213).

Interpolation Schemes

Both charge assignment and electric field interpolation are related to
the interpolation scheme used. A detailed discussion is given in 43] If
ej is the charge of a particle, we can write the density at mesh point kn

as

N

p(kn)' ej W qj, k .. 1 ... M (2.130)

where W is a suitably chosen weighting function (with local support).
The simplest scheme is the nearest grid point (NGP) method, where the
total particle charge is assigned to the nearest grid point and the electric
field is also evaluated at the nearest grid point. A more elaborate scheme
is called cloud in cell (CIC). It assigns the charge to the 2d nearest grid
points and also interpolates the electric field from these grid points.
The assigned density changes are continuous when a particle moves
across a cell boundary, although the first derivative is discontinuous. A
schematic of the CIC interpolation scheme is shown in Figure 212 for
the two-dimensional case.
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2.5.4 Hierarchical Tree Solver

While PM methods are much faster than the PP method and thus very
efficient for large systems, there are situations that they have difficulties
dealing with, mainly in strongly non-uniform, correlated or geometri-
cally complex systems. These problems arise because the mesh provides
only limited spatial resolution, and correlations between individual par-
ticles are not taken into account. Another problem is the necessity for
a mesh. This may result in unreasonably high storage requirements,
coupled with complicated boundary effects. In the mid-1980s, several
efforts were made to introduce new methods to overcome these difficul-
ties in the PM methods, while providing a much better scaling than the
PP method. The results were the so-called tree methods, of which the
Barnes-Hut method is by far the most commonly used 14]. An in-depth
treatment is found in Pfalzner & Gibbon 63]. The basic idea of tree
methods resembles human perception: far-away clusters of objects are
taken notice only of as a whole, with averaged properties. Additionally,
only non-void regions are of interest.

T�ree Construction and Electric Field Calculation

In order to keep track of all particles and their attributes in a system-
atic way, an octagonal top-down 3 tree is constructed as follows: starting
at the root cell which includes all particles, every cell with more than
one particle is recursively subdivided into eight equal octants, and each
non-empty cell leads to the creation of a new branch of the tree. This
is repeated down to the leaves, which consist of fixed number of parti-
cles. Figure 213 illustrates the tree construction in the two-dimensional
case. Space is equally subdivided until every particle is in its own cell.
In the corresponding tree structure a pseudoparticle (blue) is created
at every subdivision level. Thus in the calculation of the electric field
at the position of particle 1, the pseudoparticle consisting of particles
5 and 6 (red) is used to approximate both individual contributions to
the electric field, because the criterion s1d < = is fulfilled. s is
the linear dimension of the cell which contains the pseudoparticle, and
d is the distance between particle I and the pseudoparticle. Because

3The top-down tree starts with a filled root at the top. A bottom-up tree would

start with an empty root at the bottom.
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Figure 213: A two-dimensional example for the hierarchical tree con-
struction n the case of N = 0 and = .

the pseudoparticle consisting of particles 34,5 and 6 did not meet the
criterion as s1d - another step down was taken. In contrast, the
contribution of particle 2 (for example) is directly added. Further, as
indicated in Figure 213 a pseudoparticle is created at every subdivision
level from the particles on the branches below, carrying the total charge
and moving with the mean velocity at the centre of mass position. This
'loading' is performed by propagating information from the leaves up-
wards to the root. The computational effort of the tree construction
and loading scales as (NlogN).

The actual electric field calculation at the position of every particle
begins at the root of the tree. The linear dimension s of the current
cell is compared with the distance d between the particle and the pseu-
doparticle. If the criterion

s1d < (2.131)

is fulfilled, where is a fixed tolerance parameter, the electric field con-
tribution of the pseudoparticle is added to the cumulative total for that
particle, neglecting the inner structure of the particles inside the pseu-
doparticle. Otherwise, the algorithm is recursively descended further,
down to the level where either the criterion 2.131) is fulfilled or a leaf is
reached. The electric field contribution is then added and the recursion
is continued.
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The hierarchical Barnes-Hut tree solver can be summarized as follows:

TREE Solver Algorithm D
• Construct top-down octagonal tree loaded with pseudoparticles
• For each particle, walk through tree and add electric field contributions

> from pseudoparticle, if criterion 2.131) is fulfilled
> from particle, if a leaf is reached

Remarks Regarding the Parameters of the Tree Solver

The parameter can be viewed as something like a critical opening
angle. Distant particles, with an angular separation smaller than 0, are
taken together to form pseudoparticles when contributing to the total
SUM.

Further, just as for the PP solver, a softening parameter is used to
avoid a possible numerical breakdown when calculating the electric field.
Thus, the electric field is calculated as follows:

E = 1 ej qij -
4,7reo E 2)3/2

30i 73

where the sum is taken only over appropriate (pseudo-)particles: for
reasonable values of (between 0.1 and 1), the number of summands is
of order O(IogN) and thus the total effort for the electric field calcu-
lations scales as (NlogN). As the tree construction needs the same
order of effort, the entire tree solver also scales as (NlogN). Note
that for = the (N 2) PP solver is reproduced with an additional ef-
fort of constructing a useless tree. A special feature of the implemented
Barnes-Hut tree code is the ability to make quadrupole corrections in
the calculation of the electric field. Here, the quadrupole moments of
the pseudoparticles are used to better acount for their inner structure.
The effect of quadrupole corrections as well as of different values of 
and 0 will be discussed in Appendix B.
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2.6 Integration Methods

In order to simulate the dynamics of the equations of motion, a suitable
integration routine is needed. Preferably it has the same symmetrical
properties as the equations of motion, for example time-reversibility
or energy conservation. All the integration methods presented in this
Section will be used in Appendix B. The Split-Operator is actually
implemented in MAD9P.

2.6.1 Split-Operator

Typically, the total Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of two parts,
H = H + H2, which correspond to the external and space-charge con-
tributions respectively. Such a situation is ideally suited to multi-map
symplectic Split-Operator methods 33], also known as fractional step
methods 76]. A second-order accurate algorithm for a single step is
given by

.A4(-r = A4,(,rl2) A42(r) A4,(T/2) + 0r') (2.132)

where -r denotes the step size, Ml is the map corresponding to Hi 2.72)
and 42 is the map corresponding to H2. If desired this approach can
be easily generalized to higher order accuracy using Yoshida's scheme
[90]. This is the simplest 2nd order sympleCtiC4 Split-Operator integra-
tion method, which first applies all external forces for the first half of
one integration step, then adds the complete influence of the internal
forces for one entire integration step, and then applies another half of
an integration step worth of external forces.

2.6.2 Verlet and Leap-Frog type of Integrators

In Appendix B Verlet and Leap-Frog integration schemes will be com-
pared in addition to the Split-Operator. Let n be the integration step
and the stepsize. The canonical variables p, q are introduced in 2. 1)
and 2.66) and proper scaled in 2.70). The simplest time-integration of

'Products of symplectic operators are symplectic as well
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the equations of motion for the generic non-relativistic classical N-body
problem is the Forward-Euler scheme:

PM+, PM + F(q.)-r

qm+l qm + pmT (2.133)

where F(q,-,,) is the particle-particle interaction in case of the problem
described in Appendix B.

The Verlet type of integration schemes are derived form 2.133), by two
Taylor expansions for the positions, one forward and one backward in
time:

qm+l = qm + MT + 1 I�M'r2+ O(T 3)
2 (2.134)
1 2 0(73).

qmj = qm - pm + 2 pmr

Adding these expressions gives

qm+l 2q - m-17 + F(qm)lr2 + 0(73). (2.135)

the basic form of the Verlet algorithm which is accurate through 2rd
order in the positions (for one time step). However, the basic Verlet al-
gorithm has a problem: the velocities are not directly generated. While
they are not needed for the time evolution, they are required to compute
the kinetic energy, whose evaluation is necessary to test the conservation
of the total energy. Velocities could be computed from the positions by
taking the difference of the two Taylor expansions 2.134):

PM - qm+l - qm + O(T2).

2 -r

On the other hand, algorithms which naturally include updates of the
velocities would be preferable. Two different alternative formulations
of the Verlet algorithm exist which fulfill this requirement and will be
presented below.

Leap-Frog

The first alternative formulation of the basic Verlet algorithm is called
Leap-Frog, as it introduces the momenta at time-steps precisely between
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those at which the positions are evaluated:

PM+ I = P.- + F(q.)-r
2 2 (2.136)

qm = qm + M+ 1,r
2

where the first equation must be used before the second, as the latter
uses the result obtained in the first equation. In numerical experiments
presented in Appendix the time-synchronized Leap-Frog algorithm

T

Pn+ PM- i + F(qm) -
2 2 2

qm = qm + pM ir (2.137)
2

T
PM+, = PM- 1 + F(q.+,) -

2 2 2

is used.

Velocity-Verlet

The second variant of the basic Verlet algorithm is called Velocity- Verlet.

By combining all three equations 2.137) of the time-synchronized Leap-

Frog algorithm, two equations for the Velocity-Verlet algorithm are ob-

tained:

2

qm+l = m + pmr + F(qm -
2 (2.138)

PM+1 = PM F(qm) + F(qm+,) T.
2

The Velocity-Verlet algorithm is time-synchronized in nature and very

intuitive. Unfortunately, its position update is no longer formally time-

reversible5, as can be checked by setting m I r - I and -� -T.

Note that for the Velocity-Verlet algorithm, an inversion of the velocities

is not equivalent to a proper time-inversion. In analogy to the Leap-Frog

algorithm, the Velocity-Verlet algorithm is even exactly reversible at

velocity inversion! Both can be shown by straight-forward calculation.

Additionally, the computational effort is slightly higher than with the

Leap-Frog algorithm, because forces from two different time-steps are

5The velocity update itself would formally still be time-reversible.
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needed simultaneously, thus requiring either more memory or more cal-
culation time.

We note that the Leap-Frog and the Verlet are symplectic integration
methods, proving this explicitly for the Verlet integrator by calculating
the Jacobian for a single time-step:

aqm+l aqn+l I F(qm),r2 r

det Tq_;�__ 9p� - det 2 i9q, 1 (2.139)
-9PM I 9p� I I OF(q�)

(9q, Op,�, 2 Oq,

where 2.138) has been used.

2.6.3 Relativistic Transformations

Using again the Forward-Euler scheme 2.133), where the calculation of
the acceleration F(q,) depends on the actual interaction involved. We
have introduced new generalized variables to describe only the dynamics
relative to a relativistically fast-moving reference particle. The time-
integration of Hamilton's equations of motion, with the definition of
the two transformation matrices:

,Y- 0 0 1 0 0

T. 0 -Y- O T O I O (2.140)

0 0 1 0 0 Y- 2

becomes:

Pm+1 = Pm + TaF(qm)T (2.141)

qm+l = qm + Tvpmr

where the Lorentz force at the position of the i-th particle is expressed

by means of the electric field

F(q,,n = qE'(-r) = qE' (XI(T), YJ(T), XN(F), YN(T), -tN(T)).i (2.142)

calculated in the beam frame using one of the Poisson Solvers introduced

in Section 25.
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2.7 mad9p Implementation Issues

This Section is mainly devoted to the parallel implementation issues of
MAD9P. Notation of object modeling techniques (OMT) is close to that
of 35], along with technical terms (00-jargon) as defined in any book
on the standard template library (STL), e.g in 38].

The program family MAD (Methodical Accelerator Design) 22] is widely
used for accelerator design and beam dynamics studies. For many years,
its input language 21] has been the nearest thing to a world-wide stan-
dard for describing accelerator structures. The new Version 9 11, 221
is a complete revision (now in C+ 82]) using a systematic object-
oriented methodology based on the CLASSIC framework 46] for accel-
erator physics.

Early large scale simulations in the 1970s were erformed on CDC 7600
computers. The Crays increased the performance dramatically in the
1980s through the use of vector pipelines. The introduction of massive
parallel systems such as the Thinking Machines (CM-5) in the early
1990s marked a shift away from vector supercomputers. In the mid
1990s, the high performance computing community changed direction
slightly towards clusters of shared memory multiprocessors. Today we
use Linux Farms (also known as Beowulf clusters) with up to 500 Pro-
cessors (Asgard ETHZ) as well as traditional symmetric multiprocessor
(SMP's) machines like the 375 teraflop IBM SP-2 at National Energy
Research (NERSC) in Berkeley, or the SGI Origin 2000 at Los Alamos
with two teraflop peak performance.

Having such a wide variety of platforms available puts some non-negligible
constraints on the software engineering part of simulation codes in order
to make efficient use of the available resources. 6

The program MAD9P is based on the new MAD version 9 The rig-
orously parallel design makes it possible to attack the largest (with
respect to memory) and most time consuming problems in this field.

6Speaking on computing resources, we mainly refer to memory and pu power but
also understand that using such types of machines one of the important resources is
(scientific) consulting provided by these high performance computing centers.

7The P in MAD9P indicates that this version is able to make use of a cluster of
workstations-, i.e the map-based particle tracker as well the Poisson solver are fully
parallelized.
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Appendix A describes the new language features of MAD9P together
with examples.

2.7.1 Software Concepts

MAD9P is based on two frameworks:8 CLASSIC 46] and POOMA 26].
CLASSIC deals mainly with accelerator physics including a polymorphic
differential algebra (DA) package and the input language to specify
complicated accelerator systems in general. In order to ease the task of
writing efficient parallel applications we rely on POOMA (Parallel Object-
Oriented Methods and Applications). POOMA provides abstractions for

mathematical/physical quantities (particles, fields, meshes, differential

operators etc.) in an n-dimensional parallel fashion (n is limited at the

moment to 9 Figure 214 shows an architectural overview of MAD9P.

The object-oriented approach manages the complexity of explicit paral-

lel programming; it encapsulates data distribution and communication

among real or virtual processors. POOMA and all the other components

are implemented as a set of templated C+ classes. Despite the gener-

ality inherited in POOMA, its classes and mechanisms are not intended

to span the entire field of scientific computing, which is obviously a too

large problem domain for a proper object-oriented design.

2.7.2 Implementation Concepts devoted to Paral-
lelism

The type of parallel problem we have is known as "Fine Grain Paral-

lelism" which, because of the mutual dependency of the data is the most

challenging problem to parallelize properly. The target platforms are

shared and distributed memory architectures (IBM-SP2, Linux Beowulf

clusters). For the latter this implies that interprocess communication

must be used, and we note that even with the fastest available interpro-

cessor connection, this is still one order of magnitude slower than shared

memory access and network technology and topology dependent. By us-

ing the message passing interface MPI 41] to logically interconnect the

8We use the notion of framework in the following sense: a framework is a set of co-
operating classes in a given problem frame. On this and other software engineering
concepts see 35]
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Figure 2.14: MAD9P based on the two frameworks CLAS-
SIC and POOMA. The architecture of MAD9P separates physical and
computational aspects and uses the high level of abstraction provides by
the POOMA framework shown in the vertical levels labeled with: Algo-
rithms, Global Parallel and Local.

individual nodes, we can automatically use the two types of architecture
without any program change.

The architecture of MAD9P is somewhat between single procedure (pro-
gram) multiple data (SPMD) and multiple instruction multiple data
(MIMD). In detail, MAD9P makes as much use as possible of data par-
allel operators, defined or derived from the POOMA framework. In some
sense this gives a Fortran-90 style of programming. A very simple ex-
ample is shown in Figure 2.19 on line #4. Most of the time all nodes
execute the same code, exceptions handled in the same way as shown in
Figure 2.19 on line #6. The serial (scalar) part of the program is kept
at a minimum. Neglecting input output a first estimate shows that this
is below 0.5%.

Communication in "Fine Grain Parallelism" cannot be avoided. Three
principles are used to reduce the communication load:

1. minimize communication,
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2. maximize message sizes (minimize overhead),

3. try to overlap communication as much as possible with the parallel
part of the program.

Logically we can divide MAD9P into three sections:

1. Initialisation

2. Initial Load balancing

3. Tracking

(a) If necessary, dynamic load balancing: as depict at line #10
and #11 in Figure 221

Initialization

The initialization part corresponds to #1 to 13 in Figure 218, in which
the chosen particle distribution object is dynamically created #1) and
the related parameters read in from the mad input file (#2 and (#3).
At line 4 to 6 the particle layout and the mesh are created. The
main object (bunch) is created at line 7 and the selected field solver
is attached to it (line #8 to 12).
Particle creation according to the specified distribution is done at line
#13, all p processors creating Nlp particles (see Figure 219). Figure
2.15 (left) shows the particle configuration. However according to the
chosen particle layout (spatial) we have to group particles which are
nearby on the same processor. This is schematically shown on the right
side in Figure 215 and creates heavy one to one communication. The
initialization part scales linearly with the number of particles and is
done in data parallel. Using more than 108 particles with this procedure
is not feasible because of the large communication load created in the
redistribution phase.

Initial Load Balancing

Regarding Figure 215 one can see that not all processors have the same
number of particles. Initial load balancing is necessary by the currently
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Figure 2.15: After each processor creates N/p particles shown on the
left where the colors representing four processors, the particles need to
be redistributed, as shown right, according to the spatial layout.

used distribution generator. The load balancing based on recursive bi-
section of the computational domain, assuring equal number N/p par-
ticles per processor. Having done so, the so called domain layout is
adjusted to contain all particles on that processor as shown schemati-
cally in Figure 2.16. In the course of a simulation a even stronger load
in-balance arises as depict on the left side of Figure 2.16. In Figure 2.18
the initial load balancing is done at line #14.

load

balancing

Figure 2.16: Load balancing, the colors representing four processors.
Recursive bisection is used to reshape the computational subdomains
domain.
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tracking

The most time-consuming part however is the tracking (#15 and 16),
where the Poisson field solver creates heavy communication load. The
overall load balancing is a function of the dynamic in the system, as
more the particles cross the boarder of their domain (hence processor)
as more we have to do load balancing, in the same way as described
above. In our simulations of the Injector 2 cyclotron (see Figure 47) in
the early part of the simulation dynamic load balancing is very frequent,
while towards the end almost no repartitioning is necessary.

The essentials of the parallel architecture of MAD9P are described in the
sequel.

2.7.3 Particle and Fields in a Parallel Environment

The relationship between the most relevant classes and the frameworks
used are shown in Figure 2179.

A dynamic instance of PPartBunch setting up a proper FieldLayout and
a Mesh as shown in abbreviated form in Figure 218 on line 4 to 7.

From the MAD9P input file the desired type of distribution is read on

line 3, and the still empty particle container is then loaded according

to the distribution as read on line 13, and explained in more detail in

Section 27.4.

The code fractions shown in Figure 218 will be executed on all nodes in

a data parallel manner. A particle in MAD9P is a 7-vector containing

position, momenta and a unique particle identification. When used

in a parallel environment's MAD9P allocates the particles in a particle

container among the separate processors. There are however different

ways in which particles may be distributed among the processors, and

the method which should be used depends upon how the particles in a

particle object will interact with each other and with field objects. In

the POOMA framework we have two different particle layout mechanisms

at our disposal: uniform and spatial. The uniform layout maintains an

91n some of the class diagrams a blue background indicates that this class belongs
to CLASSIC where a red background indicates membership in POOMA. The same
colour index is used in Figure 214.

100ne can Ue MAD9P on one processor in which no MPI is needed
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PParticleBunch

q,
E

p, ID

FieldSolver
kD

Distribution

TREESolver

FFTPoissonSolver — Binominal

Figure 2.17: The particle related classes of MAD9P. The red class
ParticleBase is a POOMA class from which the main class PParticle-
Bunch (parallel particle bunch) is derived. The classes FieldSolver and
Distribution acting as general interface, allowing easy extendibility

equal number of particles at each node and is not well suited for our
purpose. In contrast the spatial layout assigns particles to nodes based
upon their spatial location relative to a field layout. It is useful when the
particles will be interacting with other particles nearby or with a field
object. The particle spatial layout will keep a particle on the same node
as that which contains the section of the field in which the particle is
located. If the particle moves to a new position, this layout will reassign
it to a new node when necessary. This will maintain locality between
the particles and any field distributed using this field layout, and it will
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help keep particles which are spatially close to each other local to the
same processor as well. With this concept (inherited in the particle and
field class) we do not need an explicit particle manager class, as for
example 'advertised' in 65].

The FieldSolver itself as a member in PPartBunch uses only the gather
and scatter operators (particle field interpolation, see Section 25.3 as
interface to the particle container. As shown in Figure 217 the actual
field FFTPoissonSolver solver is inherited from an abstract base class,
providing the interface to PPartBunch and the POOMA framework. This
makes it very easy to add other solvers without changing anything in the
design, as clearly seen by observing the lines #8 to 12. The variable
f sType is obtained in the same way as distType shown on line 3.

2.7.4 Parallel Particle Generation

Particle distributions are generated separately in all three phase space
planes. There are no explicit correlations between planes e.g. between
longitudinal and transverse. Besides an efficient parallel Gaussian dis-
tribution generator based on a parallelized "Method of Rejection", a
more general algorithm for generating distributions is available 48].
The shape of the binomial distribution is governed by one parameter
,rn. By varying this single parameter one obtains the most commonly
used distributions for our type of simulations as, listed in Table 22.
The parallel particle generation is sketched in Figure 219. Each of the
p processors generated Nlp local particles. A binary repartition algo-
rithm then reassigns particles to other nodes in order to keep the same
number of particles on each computing node. In order to ensure re-
peatability, each processor generates the same N random numbers but
only generated a fraction Nlp of particles as shown at line 6 in Figure
2.19.

2.7.5 Parallel Tracking

Figure 221 shows the essentials of the parallel tracker. When MAD9 is

tracking particles through a beam line defined in the input file, a beam
line element structure is first set up and an iterator is defined. All
nodes execute the code fragment shown in Figure 221, according to
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# 1 Distribution< T, Dim > dist = new Distribution< T, Di > ;
#2 dist=Distribution< T, Dim >::find(

String::get(*use- >findAttribute("DISTRIBUTION")));
#3 string distType = String::get(

*dist- >findAttribute("DISTRIBUTION"));

#4 mesh = new MeshT(M, x M. x Mt);
#5 FL = new FieldLayoutT(*mesh, decorap); see for decornp Figure 222
#6 playoutT* PL = new playoutT(*FL, *mesh

#7 bunch new PPartBunch< T, Dim > PL);

#8 switch fsType f
#9 case: FFT bunch- >attachFieldSolver(

new FFTPoissonSolver< T, Dim >(bunch));
#10 case: TREE bunch- >attachFieldSolver(

new TREEPoissonSolver< T, Dim >(bunch));
#11 default: bunch- >attachFieldSolver(NULL);
#12 

#13 dist- >reate(distTypebunch);

#14 do initial load balancing, see Section 27.6

#15 load lattice, the bi in Figure 221

#16 track thru the beam line i.e. all bi see Figure 221

Figure 218: Main loop of MAD9P

the Ansatz of data parallelism. Through the iterator shown on line 1
in Figure 221, one has access to the individual beamline elements bi
and, using dereferencing, to the physical parameters as defined in Table
A.3. The next step is to calculate the A4,,,t (#2) and propagate the
(local) particles through the map. At line #5 the space-charge map is
calculated and the particle push is applied in the same way as before.
According to the implemented split operator algorithm, the second step
with the external map is done by lines #8 and 9.
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M Distribution Density Profile

0.0 Hollow shell I j(1 - r2) 1 (I - r2)-0.5
7r 7r

0.5 Flat profile 1 (1 - r2) -0.5 1
2?r

1.0 Uniform 1 2(I - X2)0.5
7r 7r

1.5 Elliptical 3 (I - r2)0.5 - X2)
2w

2.0 Parabolic 2 (1 - r2) 3 X2)1.5
7r 87r

X2 2 eXp(_ X2

Gaussian -.1 exp 2-� 72Mx 2

Table 22: Different distributions specified by a single parameter Ta

#1 Initialite random generator Rg(seed)

#2 NodeC node

#3 repeat

#4 q = getqVeCtOV(R9, distType)

#5 p = getpVector(Rg, distType)

#6 IF node == POOMA:: myNode

#7 create particle with q and p

#8 END

#9 node++

#10 until V particles on POOMA:: myNode are created

Figure 219: Algorithm of parallel particle generation

2.7.6 Parallel Particle-Mesh Solver

In this section we take p to be the number of real or virtual processors,

and M = N Ny Nt to be the total number of grid points in D

f N, x N. x Nt , the discrete rectangular computation domain.

Domain Decomposition

For parallel computation, QD is partitioned among one or two spatial

dimensions (the longitudinal dimension t for example below) into Q Dk
subdomains, where k = I ... p. Each of the p processors will own I/P
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PParticleBunch
q, p, ID
E
Msc

Beamline Visitor

Abstract Tracker Surveyorvz?
PTracker

•Mext

Figure 2.20: The Parallel Particle Tracker (PTracker) of MAD9P and
the relationship to the CLASSIC framework (shown in blue)

grid points of the parallelized dimension or dimensions. In the particular
example shown in Figure 2.22, the full x and y dimension is kept on each
processor. For the particles we use a spatial layout, which means we
assign particles to processor nodes based upon their spatial location
relative to the chosen field layout. This is useful when the particles
will be interacting with other particles nearby, or with a field, in our
case (f)D. If the particle moves to a new position, we will eventually
have to reassign it to a new computational domain. Dynamic load
balancing based on binary repartitioning of the particles among the
field layout assures equal load on each processing node. The level of
unbalance allowed is checked after each particle push through an element
shown on line #10 in Figure 2.21 and can be specified in the .mad file
(see in Section A.0.5). Each of these subdomains is kept on a virtual
node (VNODE) which will be grouped with others according to the
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#1 Iterate over all beam line elements bi

#2 M,,,t = bi-getMap(

#3 for j = I to local number of particle

#4 (q(i), p(i))T M��.t (q(i), p(i))'

#5 obtain E

#6 for j =I to local number of particle

#5 A4, = getSCMap(E(q(i)))

#7 (P(i)) = 4-'C - (P(i))T

#8 for j =1 to local number of particle

#9 (q(i), p(i)) = 4e.t (q(i), p(i))'

#10 if haveToDoLoadBalancing

#11 doLoadBalancing

#11 End Iterate over all beam line elements

Figure 221: Algorithm of the parallel particle tracker

symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) machine used. The case of a cluster

with four dual processors is shown in Figure 222.

Parallel Fourier Pansform

Because most of the computational time is spent on the FFT, this is

where parallelism is most important 62]. Taking g = pD 2130) to be

the function to be Fourier transformed, from the following equation

1=M-1 m=M 1 n=M-1
2-xi (P') 2-7ri (q-) 2,,i (n)§qp,,r e M e M e M . 91,mn))

1=0 M=O n=O

(2.143)

it is evident that we can write the three-dimensional transform as

§Pq, = transform on p (transform on q (transform on r g)) 2144)
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Figure 2.22: Decomposition in t-dimension of the physical domain
in p subdomains ilj^ where p is the number of real or virtual processors.
The f2j[? then are mapped on to the symmetric multiprocessors (SMP).

where the indices may come in any order. Now if the data is initially
laid out so that for each (m, n), the values of gq,p,r are all on a single
processor for all /, then the algorithm for the parallel FFT reads:

Algorithm 2: 3D parallel FFT algorithm for solving (2.143)
> FFT the I dimension
> transpose data so that all gi,m,n are local for each (l,n)
> FFT the m dimension
> transpose data so that all gq,m^n are local for each (/, m)
t> FFT the n dimension
> transpose data to original order

We create interprocess communication only in the transpose steps of the
algorithm. The overall complexity of our Poisson solver is O(—log(M)}
neglecting the cost of interprocess communication and the cost of inter-
polations (scatter and gather) which is of the order of O(M}. In Figure
2.23 the overall performance of MAD9P is shown.
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2.7.7 Performance

Thanks to the elaborate software engineering concepts involved we are
able to use MAD9P on a variety of UNIX platforms such as: SGI-
ORIGIN 2000, IBM-SP2 and Linux clusters. MAD9P runs on all these
systems with no change of any line of code. The reported performance
figures are obtained without any 'aggressive' code optimization. The
speedup curves presented are obtained from the simulations in Section
4 and represent the best cases only.
We were able to use up to 108 particles on a maximum grid size of
M = 1282 x 2048. Over hour's simulation time we obtained particle
push times of 10.6 pslparticle on a 14 GHz dual Athlon Linux cluster
with a Gigabit 'Myrinet' network connection. Using up to 32 processors

50 A Merlin

n Asgard

40

30
Q_

20

10
A

-A
01

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

nUmber of processors

Figure 223: Speedup of two different Beowulf clusters

on a Beowulf cluster at PSI with flat communication structure as shown

in Figure 223, we obtained 87.5% of the optimal speedup. Using 128

processors, again on a Beowulf cluster, but with a non-flat communica-

tion structure, we still got 37.5% of the optimal speedup.
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2.8 Statistical Fluctuations of Calculated
Quantities

Considering a particle distribution created by the Monte Carlo process
as described in Section 27.4 above, one has to take into account the
fluctuations, i.e. statistical uncertainties in the quantities derived from
this distribution. Strictly speaking, every quantity derived from such a
(finite) distribution is an estimator rather than an "exact" value. With
the notation, Ci = ij - (i)(j� where i and j are phase space coordi-
nates, and the definitions in Section 21.3 for the covariance matrix C
of a particle distribution, the error matrix, S(C) is defined by 

�CXXCXX) (Cxx)(Cxx� (XXCXY) - (Cxx)(Cxy� (CXXCYY� - �CXXXCYY)

S (C) (C.T ly CXX) - (CXYXCXX) AYC.Ty) (Cxy)�Cxy) Wxycyy) - (CXYXCYY)

(C YY CXX) - (CYYXCXX) (CYYCXY) - (C YYXC XY) (CYAO - �CY0AY)

(2.145)

where we use Tj xi IN 2as an estimator for (Cxx, Cxx)S

We can estimate the error of any function f derived from C using stan-
dard error propagation 59, 89]. One can write for the variance of f:

3 of of

var(f = E - - Eij (C) (2.146)
i= 1j=1 9ci 49cj

with c = (C.,x CY CYY)

2 c2Example 1: Setting x = q and y = pl, defining f =_ �x CXXCYY - XY
and assuming Cx = Cyx we find:

2 - 2 2 2 2 2
-2 a E_ '96 '9�X a �X '9�X 19�_X

var(cx x xeii(c) + 512(c) + E13(c)ac, ac, ac, aC2 aC1 aC3

aEX 2 - 2 19�,X2 a�X2 a�_X2Xx,2
+ - '96X 921(c) + - E22(C) + - 923P

19C2 aC1 OC2 9C2 09C2 9C3
2 - 2 2 -2 - 2 - 2

a ex a6X - a6X E32(C) + a6X &X e33(C)+ -631 C) + aEX
09C3 ac, 19C3 C2 aC3 19C3

(2.147)
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and subsequently:

2 = 2ell(C)
var(�; 3 + ClC3912(C - C3C2E13(c)

+ C2 (2.148)
1-622 (C) - CIC3-623(C)

- 2C2S33(C)_

For all data derived fr om C, MAD9P saves the corresponding errors fol-
lowing from 2.146), as described in Section A.5.1.



Chapter 3

Simulations for the B870
Beam Line

In the 870 keV injection beam line (13870 beam line) from the Cockcroft-
Walton preaccelerator to the Injector 2 cyclotron, shown schematically
in Figure 31, light profile and wire scanner profile monitors are the
primary diagnostics 69, 70, 68]. The horizontal and vertical profiles
provided by these diagnostic tools are projections of the charge density
onto the two spatial transverse beam coordinates (x and y). In a se-
ries of measurements 45] a set of consistent data could be obtained for
a typical production setup. The continuous (DC) beam of 12 mA is
modulated by a 0 Mhz double-gap buncher. The phase selection and
cleaning collimators in the central region of Injector 2 then reduces the
average intensity to 1.8 mA.
The purpose of this section is two fold: first we show that zhe model
used is applicable in the context of this problem. Second we use stochas-
tic techniques (see Appendix C) to obtain a proper start distribution
for the B870 beam line and hence the initial conditions for the Injector
2 cyclotron.
The start point for all B870 beam line calculations are results obtained
by Rudolf D611ing 27] with TRANSPORT 71]. These initial condi-
tions for the 4-dimensional transverse phase space, including correla-
tions between the spatial and momentum space, have been proven to
be physically satisfactory in daily operation of the beam line.

73
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Figure 31: The B870 beam ine and its monitors
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3.1 Finding Initial Conditions - a Stochas-
tic Approach

The results of the simulation can be compared to transverse beam pro-
files measurements 12 7 in the x- and y-directions. The profiles are
measured by a number of monitors along the B870 beam line (see Fig-
ure 31). We introduce as a measure of conformity between simulation
and measurement the quantity

#monitors

F = 1: (Xmea(sn - X�','.(S.))2 (3.1)

n=1

where '�mea(Sn) is a measured rms quantity at the position sn and

Xim(s,,) is the corresponding calculated quantity. Since the simula-
tions results are dependent on non-measurable quantities like the initial
distribution of the beam in the transverse phase space (characterized by
�, �, j., jy, xp. �, (ypy)) or the space-charge neutralisation factor, the
simulation will not predict the data from the monitors correctly if these
parameters are chosen arbitrarily. Thus our aim is to find out which
configuration of the initial phase space distribution etc., minimizes F
and consequently the discrepancy between simulation and measurement.
Apart from the fact that our parameters must obey certain physical or
technical restrictions, we know almost nothing about them. In particu-
lar the analytical expression for F is not known and can be evaluated
only for certain points in the search space by running the simulation

to obtain the from a AD9P run and thus F(7r). In Appendix
C there is a short overview of the heuristic optimization technique used
and its implementation.

3.2 MS Beam Sizes

The simulation results presented are obtained by using between one and
ten million particles on a 32 x 32 x 128 grid and then sampling 1250
events in the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm, which took approx-
imately two weeks 12]. The initial conditions are shown in Table 32.
A truncated Gaussian distribution is used in the transverse planes. In
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the longitudinal direction we used a uniform distribution with a dptlpo
of 10-6. By minimizing F 3.1) we obtained the results in the Figures
3.2 and 33. The relative statistical error is estimated using equation
(2.146) and is in the range of 10-3 ... 1 10-4 1, below the sys-

tematic fluctuations from the measurements for the data presented. 1n

0.01
fluctuations in the measureme t
measured data

0.009 calculated data with f=0.59
MWP23

0.008 -
31

0.007 -

MWP25
0.006 - MWL09 MWP27

E MWP29

X 0.005 - MWPO1

C'4 MWPO7

MWP1

0.003 - MWL01

MWL03 MWL07 WP17
0.002 -

WL05 MWP15 MWP 9
0.001-

MWP21
0 L L L L I
0 2 1 10 12 1. 1.

[]

Figure 32: Best fit injection line X direction

the X-direction (Figure 32) we see some significant discrepancies in
the monitors MWPO5 and MWP13. This can partially be explained by the
strongly non-Gaussian character of the measured profiles. Further, the
large background, which is probably due to residual gas scattering, is
not included in the present model.
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Figure 33: Best fit injection line Y direction

The Y-direction (Figure 33) shows a larger difference in the monitor
MWL10. As in the X-direction, this is attributed to non-Gaussian profiles
and residual gas scattering. In Table 32 the initial and final 4-D phase
space parameters are shown. The overall error F 3.1) drops by almost
50% from Fi.iti. = 004 to best fit = 0021.

Towards the end of the line, in the vertical section the profiles of the
partially bunched beam are even more distorted due to a hollow dis-
tribution. In this regime rms quantities are not adequate. A direct
comparison (see Section 33) of the profiles, however, shows very good
agreement.
The mean space-charge neutralisation factor f, of 059 is within the
expected range. Again this is a very crude approximation because f is
not constant along the injection beam line. At the moment we have no
accurate odel describing the location dependency of f, in the B870
beam line; furthermore the vacuum conditions are not known very well.

As a general note it has also to be mentioned that, due to the high
beam power and the low energy, all MWPxx monitors (profile monitors
with thin fingers) must be operated with pulsed beam. With 2 rns pulse
repetition rate and a duty cycle of 20% one is within the neutralisation
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Quantity Initial value Best fit value

0.00230 0.001891

0.00077 0.000754

0.00176 0.002169

�y 0.00050 0.000428

4X -0.9 -0-625

�Py -0.9 -0.946

1.0 0.59

Table 31: Initial and best fit conditions

build-up time, which is in the range from 100 to 200 Ms. This is another
uncertainty in the interpretation of the measured profiles. MWLxx
monitors (profile monitors using light emission) are t affected by this
limitation.

3.3 Transverse Beam Profiles

As mentioned above, the two following limitations cause part of the
discrepancy between theory/simulation and measurements:

• no residual gas modeling and

• starting distribution assumed to be Gaussian

Very good agreement was obtained for example on MWL3, MWL4 (Figure
3.4) and further down-stream on MWP20 and MWP21 (Figure 35). Two
typical profiles from the vertical section, showing a hollow distribution
(double peak profiles) are seen in the monitors MWP28 and MWP30 (Figure
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Figure 34: Calculated (green) vs. measured profiles at monitors MWL03
and WL04
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Figure 35: Calculated (green) vs. measured profiles at monitors WP20
and MWP21
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Figure 36: Calculated (green) vs. measured profiles at monitors WP28
and WP30

3.6). Here the effect of the buncher and the large dispersion from the
90 degree bend (AWC) are visible both in nature and simulation. This
proves that the bunching process is treated correctly in the B870 beam
line.

3.4 Beam Bunching

3.4.1 The PSI Double-Gap Buncher

The buncher in the B870 beam line (see Figure 31) is realized by two
identical RF-gaps, separated by OA/2. In our implementation, the two
RF-gaps are idealized in the thin lens approximation with no longitu-
dinal extent, embedded in a free drift space. The purpose of beam
bunching can be summarized as follows: first create a higher density
in the beam around a zero phase point, and secondly reduce the en-
ergy spread at the point where the beam first crosses a resonator in the
cyclotron (see Figure 1.1) [81]. The evolution of the density from the
DC beam condition shown in Figure 37 left, towards a "pre bunch"
shown right can be clearly observed in this charge density plot. The de-
tailed histograms of the longitudinal density in Figure 38 clearly show
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of longitudinal density in configuration space,
corresponding to the "black" case in Figure 3.9

the longitudinal effect of the buncher. The development of the phase
space in the beam is shown for different buncher voltages in Figure 3.9.
The effect of the buncher voltage is clearly visible. Buncher voltages
of VB = 6.2 kV and VB = 7.2 kV are too high and result in more
beam collimation in the central region of Injector 2 (Figure 1.1). The
black curve shows the theoretically ideal situation for a beam passing
through a resonator in the cyclotron for the first time1. In the case
of 6.2 and 7.2 kV buncher voltages, the phase space appears distorted
due to part of the beam being lost on collimators in the axial part of
the beam line, where the profiles are widened by the buncher. However
the applied buncher voltage of 5.2 kV seems too low when compared
with the 7.1 kV actually measured during a production setup. A more
detailed study with the real buncher geometry must be performed in
order to understand the present discrepancy. From a theoretical point
of view the "black" curve in Figure 3.9 seems to be the most desirable
case. However this can be proven only by a full simulation that takes
into account both acceleration and proper beam collimation.

lrrhe beam experiences the first acceleration
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Figure 3.9: Longitudinal phase space with different buncher voltages:
red: VB = 7.2 green: VB = 6.2 black: VB = 5.2 kV



Chapter 4

Simulations for the
PSI Injector 2 Cyclotron

4.1 The Design of the PSI Injector 2

The Injector 2 cyclotron (see Figure 1.1 and 41) is a separate sector,
isochronous cyclotron with injection at 870 keV. The extraction en-
ergy of the accelerated protons is 72 MeV with a relative energy spread
(FWHM) of approximately 02 MeV. The beam emittance is about
2,x mm mrad and the maximum extracted beam current at present
is 2 mA. The RF system operates at 50.63 MHz, the harmonic number
is 10, hence we deduce the time between successive beam pulses with
19.75 ns. The overall bunch length is approximately ns at injection
and 014 ns at extraction. Starting at turn 8 a cavity operating on the
third harmonic, originally designed to be used as flat top cavity, is now
run with inverted voltage polarity to provide acceleration in addition to
the two main resonators. Other design parameters are summarized in
Table 4.1.
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Figure 4 : PSI Injector 2

4.2 Model Assumptions for Injector 2

The orbit properties of separate sector cyclotrons can be studied with
simplified hard-edge models, in which the guiding fields can be described
in terms of lumped elements like the lattice layout of a synchrotron or
a beam line. A particularly simple model can be constructed when the
magnetic field on the hill (see Figure 43 for an explanation of these
terms) is assumed to be constant, so that the bending magnet part of
the lattice description has no gradient.

4.2.1 Isochronism in a Cyclotron with Four-Fold Sym-
metry, Approximated by the Hard-Edge Model

The construction of a hard-edge lattice description has to be based on a
reference energy. Prior to choosing a reference energy the constant hill
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Quantity Value Description

Ei.j 870 keV Injection energy

Eextr 72 MeV Extraction energy

Q. 1.22 Tune in x

Q-Y 1.28 Tune in y

V.ccel 240 kV Acceleration voltage of the resonators I and III

Vf latTop 120 kV Acceleration voltage of the flat top cavity

Table 41: Injector 2 design parameters

field value Bhill, the RF, and the harmonic number of the cyclotron to be
modeled should be frozen (for an explanation of these terms see Figure
4.3). Characteristic values for Injector 2 have been used. Starting from
these data the total circumference U of the static reference orbit can
be calculated. The length of the orbit part hill inside the magnet is
determined by the bending radius. With a = 27r/4 accounting for the
four-fold symmetry we get:

1hill =rhill = Bp a. (4.1)
Bhill

Bp denotes the magnetic rigidity of the beam and Bhill is the vertical
magnetic field component. The two identical drift lengths 1,al from
the valley centre to the incoming magnet edge and from the outgoing
magnet edge to the next valley centre are found to be (U/4 - hill) 

When the two key values 1,,,, and rhill are formulated as functions of
particle energy E, the appropriate angle of the magnet edge Oi,, can be
found from:

tan(Oi,,,(E)) d lval(E)IdE (4.2)
d (1val (E) + rhill (E)) IdE'

For low energies, where the relativistic mass increase is small, the
edge angle is almost constant and is only slightly smaller than the angle
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Figure 42: Edge angle relations shown in the midplane of 114 of the
cyclotron
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Figure 43: Explanation of the terms used to construct the hard edge
approximation

between the valley centreline and the entrance point of the orbit into the
magnet (i.e. the angular range of the half-valley region). At increasing
energies the fraction of the orbit in the valley diminishes and the edge
angle decreases even more.
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4.2.2 The First Order Transfer Map for an Isochronous
Cyclotron Field

Using the notation introduced in 4 191 and considering the motion
in the horizontal and longitudinal plane (x-t plane) only. The general
map in Equation 2.107) restricted to first order (first term in Equation
2.108), written here as R, becomes

RI, R12 R16

R= R21 R22 0 R26 (4.3)

R51 R52 1 R56

0 0 0 1

With a column vector v (,C, pX t Pt) Tdefining a point in the horizon-
tal and vertical plane we can again write the propagation of a particle:

Vf = Rv'. (4.4)

For a periodic solution we require: vper := V vf. This defines a
reference orbit for a particle with a momentum deviation coupled in
through the dispersion d = R16R26 ) Tof the beam transfer section:

Vper - M - 1) -1d - t (4.5)

with M. RI, R12 and I the corresponding identity matrix.

R21 R22

To fulfill the requirement of isochonism in the cyclotron, we require that
the longitudinal deviation of an off-momentum orbit match the change
of the propagation velocity corresponding to its momentum deviation.
This is equivalent to saying that the angular velocity of the particle is
constant i.e. does not depend on its momentum deviation. This can be
expressed by:

At 0 (R51 R52) Vper + R56 'Pt (4.6)

(R51 R52 (M. - I) - d + R56
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In the Figure 44 the lattice functions for the injection energy, using the
Courant-Snyder (Section 21.4) representation, are shown. With D we
denote the horizontal dispersion. For each energy change one has to
recalculate the lattice functions as described above.

3.- 1. 0 7Z
_Z _aq

2.- "q.
.0.8
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V%
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0.4
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-2.
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Figure 44: Periodic lattice functions of the hard-edge cyclotron at
injection energy

Along these lines a Maple script has been written that creates a table
of reference orbits for a selected range of energies. From these reference
orbits a lattice descriptions is derived, directly usable as input file for
the program MAD9P to simulated the Injector 2 cyclotron. Using the
procedure outlined above, we could achieve an error in isochronism in
the order of 10-6 which has been proven sufficient in the design of the
cyclotron. In Table 42 three initial conditions (injection at the valley)
for different energies are summarized.
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Quantity

E 870 keV 3 MeV 5 MeV

U 2.548003 m 4.723493 m 6.088310
Q. 1.245717 1.248288 1.250698
O. 0.199 M 0.368 m 0.368 m

2.443 10-3 M 1.050 10-3 M 1.050 10-3 M

1.22710 -2 2.85499 10-3 2.85499 10-3

IYX 0.0 0.0 0.0

ex 3 .010-6 m rad 3 .010-6 m rad 3.010-6 m rad

QY 1.270163 1.476955 1.531021
18Y 0.234 m 0.308 m 0.308 m

2.648 10-3 M 9.6099 10-4 M 9.6099 10-4 M

1.132210 -2 3.120 10-3 3.120 10-3

,YY 0.0 0.0 0.0

CY 3.010 -6 m rad 3.0 10-6 m rad 3. 010-6 m rad
5.043 IO--2 M 3.2351 10-3 M 3.2351 10-3 M

1.52510-3 4.171 10-7 [] 4.171 10-7 

1.73510-5 m rad 1.348 10-5 m rad 1.348 10-5 m rad

Table 42: Simulation parameters Injector 2 for 870 ke V 3 Me V and
5 MeV coasting beams
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4.3 1 mA Coasting Beam at 5 MeV

The 2D model developed in [3] and presented with extensions in [49,
6] shows that, with sufficiently high beam intensities in the Injector
2 cyclotron, a round-core distribution in the x-t configuration space
develops after a few turns.

With the 3D model we see the same overall behaviour, as shown in
Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

E 0
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Figure 4.5: Charge density (a.u.): 5MeV, 1 mA coasting beam, turns
1 to 4
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Figure 4.6: Charge density (a.u.): 5MeV 1 mA coasting beam, turns
5 to 10
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4.4 Simulations with Different Intensities

In a second set of calculations the intensities were varied from 100 p,A
to 30 mA. In all cases the same qualitative behavior as described in
Section 4.3 could be observed. Of special practical interest is the case
of 3.6 mA, shown in Figures 4.7 to 4.9. The 3.6 mA corresponds to the
theoretical limit after the planned upgrade of the PSI Ring Cyclotron,
with four new 1 MV cavities. The observed stable behavior of a
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x / m

6 0

e o

-0.015 41.01 -0.005 0 0.005 0.01 0,015
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-0.015 -0.01 -0.005 0 0.005 0.01 0.015
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Figure 4.7: Charge density (a.u.): 3MeV 3.6 mA coasting beam, turns
1 to 4

round distribution in the x-t configuration space is in agreement with
the results of Chabert [23] and the conclusions of Baltz and Chasman
[24], based on analytic calculations of space-charge dominated beams.
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Figure 4.8: Charge density (a.u.): SMeV 3.6 mA coasting beam, turns
5 to 10
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Figure 4.9: Charge density (a.u.): 3MeV 3.6 mA coasting beam, turn
16, 21, 26 in the top row and every 5th turn up to the 61th turn
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The effects of the beam intensity on the development of the rms beam
sizes in vertical, horizontal and longitudinal plane are shown in Figures
(4.10) and (4.11) over about 40 turns. The strong oscillations in the
first few turns are due to an initial 'mismatch' of the beam. The fact
that the rms beam size increases with increasing beam current strongly
suggests that the matching of the incoming beam has to be adapted to
the beam intensity. It is interesting to note the vertical beam stability
even at 30mA. Here again we need more research in order to finally

cycl—5 case5,,10
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|
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0
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Figure 4.10: Rms beam size in y

define changes in the (re-)design of the Injector 2 cyclotron with the
goal of increasing the phase space volume accepted. In more detail this
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Figure 4.11: Rms beam size x and t

means: refining the model used and developing further analytic models
[3, 49, 60].

4.5 Emittance Change due to Different In-
tensities

Because the two-dimensional model [3] assumes no coupling between the
longitudinal-horizontal and vertical dimensions, we expect only weak
vertical emittance changes. As intensity rises, the emittance growth
becomes more and more important and we cannot neglect the verti-
cal dimension in the model. In the x-t plane on the other hand we
see the expected coupling due to the dispersion and the space-charge.
Summarizing, in the low intensity region it is justified to work with a
simplified two dimensional model [3, 52], while in a high-intensity region
one has to use a full SD-model.
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Figure 4.13: Emittance change in the x and t directions





Chapter 

Simulations for the
CERN Pactory

The simulation of the beam transfer line from SPL to the accumulator
and compressor ring validates the particle tracker part Of MAD9 by
comparison with MAD9 envelope tracking on a line which is non-trivial
in terms of its length ad optics. Equally it proves the universal useful-
ness of MAD9P. The presented calculations of rms beam sizes will show
no greater difficulties in the present design of the line.

This work was done in collaboration with members of the PS-AE group
at CERN and presented at a "Neutrino Factory Working Group" meet-
ing [10].

5.1 Motivation and Challenges for a v-Factory

A neutrino source based on a muon storage ring, nicknamed "Neutrino
Factory", requires a much lower density of particles and should thus be
easier to build than a muon collider. At the present time the v-factory
is seen as a project in its own right as well as a feasibility study on the
more challenging parts of a muon collider. The key requirement is a very
intense proton accelerator (SPL super-conducting proton linac), shown

99
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Injection into accumulator

Horizontalachr at

Long straight section

Vertical Arc

achromat

From SPL

Figure 5.1: Left: Super-conducting Proton Linac (SPL), after a recent
design study. Right the 560 metre long beam line

in Figure 5.1, delivering several megawatts of beam power. These pro-
tons will be used to create pions, which will be magnetically collected.
Designing a target to withstand such a high power is beyond what has
been achieved so far, and will require either a liquid jet target or a very
large rotating wheel to dissipate the heat. Pion collection is optimized
for rather low momentum - about 300 MeV/c. These pions rapidly de-
cay into muons of similar momentum. At this point the "beam" is about
I m across and has a large momentum spread. The design challenge is to
shrink the momentum spread to 5% and the beam size to a few centime-
tre within a few microseconds to shape the muons into an acceptable
beam. This requires two crucial elements. The first, "phase rotation"
(monochromatization), uses variable longitudinal electric fields of a few
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million volts per metre to slow down the faster particles and accel-
erate the slower ones. This needs either high-gradient, low-frequency
RF-cavities or an induction linac, with considerably improved perfor-
mance over what has been achieved so far. The second crucial element
is beam cooling. This is a key feature in every antiproton machine,
collecting the largest possible number of rare particles produced from
a target into a beam. While antiprotons for example are stable and
can be stored almost indefinitely, muons need quick action. However,
as muons choose not to interact strongly with nuclear matter, one can
use cooling via ionization energy loss. The three-dimensional momen-
tum reduction, followed by reacceleration in the beam direction via a
longitudinal electric field, will decrease the transverse momentum. Sim-
ulations are promising, but the technique has yet to be demonstrated
in practice.
This initial conditioning is followed by a series of fast accelerators to
take the muon beam to high energy. If well designed, the system retains
enough muons after decay or acceptance losses that, from the original
1o16 protons per second, 1014 high-energy muons per second can be in-
jected into a storage ring, where during a few hundred turns positively
charged muons (for example) will decay into electrons, accompanied by
electron neutrinos and muon antineutrinos.
In order to set up a powerful proton source for a future Neutrino Fac-
tory, at the same time increasing the flux of protons available for new
and existing facilities, CERN is studying a 22 GeV super-conducting
H- linac for 4 MW beam power, called the SPL. The super-conducting
part of this linac covers the energy range from 120 MeV to 22 GeV.
Three sections with 352 MHz cavities with nominal,8 values of 052 07
and 0.8 bring the beam energy up to GeV. From this energy, super-
conducting cavities from LEP, or other (new) cavities, can be used to
reach the final energy of 22 GeV.

5.2 SPL to Accumulator T�ransfer Line

5.2.1 Initial Conditions

The initial conditions, shown in Table 5.1, for the transfer line from
SPL to the accumulator compressor ring were obtained by an IMPACT
[65] simulation of the SPL 37].
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a, 0.2125

[m/rad] 11.91

aly -0.3411

,6y [m/rad] 11.91

at -0.1171

�t [deglMeVI 1.811

E, [mrad] 0.410

Cy mrad] 0.206

Et [degMeV] 0.297

Table 5.1: Twiss parameters at the end of the SPL

Additional simulation parameters are: I million particles; simulation
current: 4mA; design current: 22mA; energy 2235 MeV; R: 352.2
MHz.

5.2.2 Zero-Current hacking

Figure 52 shows good agreement between the MAD9 envelope tracking
and MAD9P particle tracking without space-charge. The same agree-
ment is obtained for all other parameters such as the vertical and lon-
gitudinal 0-functions.
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5.2.3 Macking with Space-Charge

In Figures 53 54 and 5.5 the transverse 0-functions and the longitu-
dinal rms beam sizes are shown. For the nominal current of 22 mA
negligible space-charge effects are observed. As expected, the longi-
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Figure 53: Horizontal 0-function
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Figure 54: Vertical O-Junction

tudinal changes are also small and can be easily compensated by small
design changes to the optics of the lattice. A case with 22OmA is also

shown in Figure 5.5 where we can observe the expected non-negligible

bunch lengthening.
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Figure 5.5: Longitudinal rms beam sizes at different currents



Appendix A

The mad9p Language

In this Appendix we describe the differences (mainly additions) to MAD9P

compared with MAD9. For details concerning MAD in general the home
page should be consulted 22].

The parallel part Of MAD9P is based on MPI (Message Passing Interface)
[40] or PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) 36] through POOMA. The most
common and portable parallel protocol is MPI. It is implemented on
a number of different platforms, for example UNIX, Linux, SGI and
IBM SP-2, to name only the most important ones. However one is
not forced to use more than one processor since MAD9P runs also on
a single-processor UNIX machine. Detailed information on setting up
can be found in 40, 26, 88].

A.0.4 Usage

To run a simulation, one has to provide two files: the so-called lattice
file, which contains valid MAD9P definitions (for a complete example see
Section AA) and the mad, file which contains configuration information.
From a UNIX type of machine, one simply types:

mad9p latticefile.mad9p

105
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(where represents the local shell prompt) to start a one-processor
MAD9P run.

A.0.5 The mad file

Configuration information is provided to MAD9P through the madfile.
The lattice and mad files must be located in the same directory. The
contents of a typical mad file are shown in Table A. L

APERTR Set a global aperture in metres

for a cylindrical beam pipe

NPROCSIM Number of processors used

by the simulation

MESHPOINTS-X Number of mesh points in x-direction

MESHPOINTS-Y Number of mesh points in y-direction

MESHPOINTS-T Number of mesh points in t-direction

INFO Controls the amount of

information on stdout [881

EPSILONOMEGA Defines a factor for the

enlargement of 

LOADBALANCEFACT Defines the allowed amount of load

in-balance (particles per node)

const string INTERPOLMETHOD Defines the particle

interpolation method (CIC or NGP)

Table A. 1: Contents of the mad configuration file
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APERTR = 007;
NPROCSIM = ;
MESHPOINTS-X = 32;
MESHPOINTS-Y = 32;
MESHPOINTS-Z = 64;
INFO = ;
EPSILONOMEGA = 0.05;
LOADBALANCEFACT = .15;
const string INTERPOLMETHOD = CIC";

A.1 Standard Input Format (SIF)

With the growing size of modern particle accelerators and charged par-

ticle beam lines, the input data sets needed to describe these devices in

computer programs become increasingly bulky. This makes data prepa-

ration a laborious and error-prone process. The situation gets even

worse if data are to be prepared for several computer programs with

different input formats.

The Standard Input Format (SIF) was designed to tackle these prob-

lems. It is based on the language defined in 21] and has the following

aims:

• the accelerator structure must so described that data can be ex-

changed easily between all programs conforming to the standard.

• the input must be easily readable by a human, and must avoid

unnecessary work such as repetition and expansion of symmetry.

A.2 Definition of the Language Statements
for mad9p

Normally the information is presented to the computer program by

means of definitions. A definition introduces or redefines a beam-line

element, a sequence of elements, or a parameter, and must be entered

before it is used in another definition.
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Definitions are entered sequentially, separated by semicolons ";". As in
C++ comments are marked by a double slash fl", and all characters
from the //" to the end of line are ignored. To comment several lines
one can use the standard C comment syntax: 7'. A comment
does not terminate a definition.

Examples of definition formats:

definitional

definition-2; definitions; // comment
definition-4; // comment
definition-4;

Long comment

A.2.1 Keywords and Labels

Keywords denote element types and their parameters, as well as names
of elementary functions. Labels denote beam elements, sequences of
beam elements, or user-defined parameters. Either consists of a letter
followed by a sequence of letters, digits, and/or underscores. The case of
letters is not significant. In contrast to the original SIF, abbreviations
are not permitted.

A.2.2 Element Definitions

The general format for an element definition is

label: type-keyword f, parameter-keyword=valuel;

Subsequent definitions refer to an element by its label. The type-keyword
selects the element type (dipole, quadrupole, drift space, etc.) to be
used. When a label is already defined, a "derived" element can be
defined as

label: defined-label f, parameter-keyword=valuel;
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This inherits all unspecified attributes from def ined-label. A program

is allowed to define additional element types. An element whose type-

keyword is unknown to a program is flagged.

When an element is redefined, all existing beam line definitions are

updated to use the new definition.

DRIFT Drift Space

RBEND Rectangular (parallel-faced) bending magnet

with a artesian reference system

SBEND Sector (normal-entry) bending magnet

with a curvilinear reference system

QUADRUPOLE Quadrupole

RFCAVITY RF Cavity

MARKER Marker (serves to mark a position)

STATMARKER Marker to save statistical information

PARTMARKER Marker of momentum and position of particles

RCOLLIMATOR Rectangular collimator

Table A.2: Standard MAD9P beam elements

The standard elements implemented in MAD9P are shown in Table A.2.

Element parameters are entered with parameter-keywords. The stan-

dard parameter-keywords are listed in Table A.3.

Parameters accepted for various elements and their default values are

shown in Table A.4.

If a parameter-keyword is unknown to a program, the parameter is ig-

nored and flagged.

Examples of beam elements:
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L Element length

ANGLE Bending or rotation angle

KO Dipole strength

Kl Quadrupole strength

El Entrance edge angle for bending magnet

E2 Exit edge angle for bending magnet

FREQ Radio Frequency F) frequency

VOLT RF voltage

LAG RF phase lag

XSIZE Half-aperture of a collimator

YSIZE Half-aperture of a collimator

SCKICK Defines the number of space-charge kicks for that element

SCFACT Defines the space-charge neutralisation between and .0

VBEND SBEND and RBEND only, indicated vertical bending (boolean)

FILE Specify a filename used by RFCAVITY

Table A.3: Standard MAD9P parameter keywords

AWA:SBENDL=0.263,

ANGLE=22.0*RADDEG,

APERTURE=fl.0,031,

SCKICK=SCkSCFACT=SCf,
Kl=.O*((-22.0*RADDEG)-2/0.263-2),

El=-10.0*RADDEG,

E2=-10.0*RADDEG,

HGAP=.03,

FINT=.25;

QW1:QUADRUPOLEL=0.135,APERTURE=�.4101,
SCKICK=SCkSCFACT=SCfKl=-.654/(.410*brho);
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DRIFT L=0.0, SCKICK=1.0, SCKICK=1.0

SBEND L=0.0, ANGLE=0.0, VBEND=FALSE, K1=0.0, E1=0.0,

E2=0.0, K2=0.0, SCKICK=1.0, SCKICK=1.0

RBEND L=0.0, ANGLE=0.0, VBEND=FALSE, 1=0.0,

K2=0.0, SCKICK=1.0, SCKICK=1.0

QUADRUPOLE L=0.0, K=0.0, SCKICK=1.0, SCKICK=1.0

RFCAVITY L=0.0, FREQ=0.0, VOLT=0.0, LAG=0.0,

FILE=, SCKICK=1.0, SCKICK=1.0

MARKER none

RCOLLIMATOR L=OXSIZE=O, YSIZE=O

STATMARKER FILE=-string-

PARTMARKER FILE=-string-, EFSAVE=FALSE,

SAVEALL=FALSE, NPRAND=-cardinal-

Table A.4: Standard MAD9P element parameters and default values

D1: DRIFT, L= .1475,APERTURE=�0.4021,

SCKICK=SCkSCFACT=SCf;

A.2.3 Coupling of Element Parameters

Often certain parameters are defined in terms of other parameters. This
may be readily achieved by allowing expressions for element parameters
which involve parameters of other elements and/or globally known val-
ues. Expressions may contain any of the elementary functions listed in
Table A.2.3.

Global values can be introduced by a statement
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SQRT(x) Square root VfX-

LOG(x) Natural logarithm log(x)

EXP(x) Exponential el

SIN(x) Trigonometric sine sin(x)

COS(X) Trigonometric cosine cos(x)

ABS(x) Absolute value jxj

TAN(x) Trigonometric tangent tan(X)

ASIN(x) Inverse trigonometric sine arcsin(x)

ACOS(x) Inverse trigonometric cosine arccos(x)

ATAN(x) Inverse trigonometric tangent arctan(X)

ATAN2(x, y) Inverse trigonometric tangent arctan(x/y)

MAX(x, y) Maximum of two values max(x, y)

MIN (x, y) Minimum of two values min(x, y)

Table A.5: Elementary Functions

label = value

where value can be an expression involving defined quantities. All
expressions are evaluated immediately when read.

Examples of coupled parameters:

KF = 00128;
QF: QUADRUPOLE, =1.6, K1=KF;
QD: QUADRUPOLE, =1.6, K2=-KF;

Ll = 2;
D1: DRIFT, L=Ll;
D2: DRIFT, =10-Ll;
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D3: DRIFT, L=Dl.L;

D4: DRIFT, L=(D2.L-sqrt(Ll));

A.2.4 Beam Line Definitions

Beam lines are described by the construct

label: LINE=(member-1, member-2, ... member-n);

Each Tnember-i may be one of the following:

• A beam element name

•The name of another beam line

•A sequence of names, separated by commas and enclosed in paren-
theses

•One of the above, preceded by a repetition count and an asterisk
to indicate repetition of a member-i

Examples of beam lines:

CELL: LINE = (QW1,D1,AWAD1,QW1,D1,AWAD1);
PERIOD: LINE = (4*(CELL));

A.2.5 Beam Command

Global Reference Momentum

Before any physics computations are attempted the following command
must be entered:

PO=real;
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This command sets the global reference momentum in GeV/c, which
is used to compute the magnetic fields from the normalised multipole
coefficients. The BEAM command then renormalises the multipole coef-
ficients. This mechanism allows a beam with momentum different from
the design momentum to be sent through a beam line.

Beam

All MAD9P commands used in on a beam require the setting of various
quantities related to this beam. These are entered by a BEAM command:

Prot:BEAM,

KBUNCH=1, NPART=le3, GAMMA=gamma, BUNCHED=FALSE,

PARTICLE=PROTON, FIELDSOLVER=FFTPERIODIC, BUNCHFRQ=50.633e6,

BCURRENT=0.011 ENERGY=Edes,

XOFFSETR=0.0, YOFFSETR=0.0, TFFSETR=0.0,

XOFFSETP=0.0, YOFFSETP=0.0, TOFFSETP=0.0,

EX=le-3*PI, EY=le-3*PI, ET=le-3*PI;

The particle mass and charge are defined by:

PARTICLE The type of particles in the machine. The following par-

ticles are predefined:

POSITRON (MASS=Tne, CHARGE=:I),

ELECTRON (MASS=Tne, CHARGE=-1),

PROTON (default, MASS=mp, CHARGE=I),

ANTIPROTON (MASS-:::,mP, CHARGE=-I).

For other particle types one may enter:

MASS The particle mass in GeV.

CHARGE The particle charge expressed in elementary charges.

By default the particle momentum is PO (see Section A.2.5). A different

value can be defined by one of the following:
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ENERGY The total energy per particle in GeV. If given, it must be
greater then the particle mass.

PC The momentum per particle in GeV/c. If given, it must be greater
than zero.

GAMMA The ratio between total energy and rest energy of the parti-
cles -y = EIEO. If given, it must be greater than one. If the mass is
changed, a new value for the total energy should be entered. Oth-
erwise the energy remains unchanged, and the momentum and y
are recalculated.

The emittances are defined by:

EX The horizontal emittance E x

,, = o1,8x (default: I m).

EY The vertical emittance Ey = r2/0., (default: I m).y

ET The longitudinal emittance Et - al(poc) ct (default: m).

FIELDSOLVER Selects the field solver type:

FFT

FFTPERIODIC

NONE

A.2.6 Particle Distribution

Particle distributions can be read in or generated by specifying rms
beam quantities or Courant-Snyder parameters. The allowed parame-
ters are described in Table A.6. The following reads in a distribution
from a file and scales the coordinates:

DistFile:DISTRIBUTION, DISTRIBUTION=FROMFILE,
FNAME="../Dist/inpdistlfinitecur.dat",

XMULT=0.06816207,
YMULT=0.06816207,
TMULT=1.0*beta*0.06816207,
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PXMULT=l/gambet,
PYMULT=l/gambet,
PTMULT=1.0/beta-2/gamma;

This defines a parabola-like distribution (m = .5 in Table 22). The
emittance must be defined in the BEAM command.

Distl:DISTRIBUTION, DISTRIBUTION=binominal,
BETAX=0.199,
BETAY=0.234,
ALPHAX=0.0,
ALPHAY=0.0,
RMST=12.6e-3,
RMSPT=1.0e-9,
MTRANS=1.5, MLONGI=1.5;
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Parameter Purpose

DISTRIBUTION FROMFILE or BINOMINAL

FNAME Specifies the filename of a particle distribution to be read in

XMULT Scales the x coordinate: x = XMULT * x

PXMULT Scales the px coordinate: px = PXMULT px

YMULT Scales the y coordinate: y = YMULT * y

PYMULT Scales the py coordinate: py = PYMULT py

TMULT Scales the t coordinate: t = TMULT * t

PTMULT Scales the pt coordinate: pt = PTMULT pt

SIGX � see Chapter on Notation

SIG_PX �X' see Chapter on Notation

SIGY � see Chapter on Notation

SIG-PY AY see Chapter on Notation

SIG-T � see Chapter on Notation

SIG-PT ; see Chapter on Notation

ALPHAX Courant-Snyder parameter ax

ALPHAY Courant-Snyder parameter y

BETAX Courant-Snyder parameter x

BETAY Courant-Snyder parameter y

GAMMAX Courant-Snyder parameter -yx

GAMMAY Courant-Snyder parameter yy

RMST 7 see Chapter on Notation

RMSPT ; see Chapter on Notation

MANS Defines the transverse distribution (see Table 22)

MLONG Defines the longitudinal distribution (see Table 22)

Table A.6: Parameters of the distribution command
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A.2.7 Particle Tracking

Before particle tracking can start, the working beam line, the beam and
the distribution of particles must be selected by the USE command.

use, LINE=Ll,BEAM=ProtDISTRIBUTION=DistFile;

The TRACK command causes MAD9P to set up the required structures for
the following RUN command which actually starts the particle tracking.
Table A.7 lists all the relevant parameters.' Example:

Command Purpose

TRACK Enter tracking mode

DIST Define initial conditions

RUN Track the particle through the lattice

ENDTRACK Leave tracking mode

Table A.7: Commands accepted in Tracking Mode

selectfull;
TRACK;

DIST;
RUN;

ENDTRACK;

'The selectfull; command will be eliminated in future versions, see 22] for
explanation
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A-3 Convention for Multipole Signs

The MAD9prograrn family uses the following Taylor expansion for the
normal and skewed field components respectively in the mid-plane y=O,
described in 19]:

"O Bk,,,Xk 00 BkX k

By (X, 0) Y- k! Bx (X, 0) Y- k! (A. )
k=O k=O

Note the factorial in the denominator. The field coefficients have the
following meaning:

Bo,,, Normal dipole field component. The component is positive if the
field points in the positive y direction. A positive field bends a
positively charged particle travelling in the positive s-direction to
the right.

Bo, Skew dipole field component. The component is positive if the
field points in the negative y direction. A positive field bends
a positively charged particle travelling in the positive s-direction
downwards.

B,,, Normal quadrupole field component B = OByl,9x. The compo-
nent is positive if By is positive on the positive x-axis A positive
value corresponds to horizontal focusing of a positively charged
particle.

B,, Skew quadrupole field component = B,,IOx. The component
is positive if Bx is negative on the positive x-axis.

B2,, Normal sextupole field component B2n = 2 B Y109X2 . The compo-
nent is positive if B. is positive on the x-axis.

B2, Skew sextupole field component B2, = 02Bx 1(9X2 . The component
is negative if Bx is positive on the x-axis.

B3,, Normal octupole field component B3n = 3BYI,9x 3. The compo-
nent is positive if By is positive on the positive x-axis.

B3, Skew octupole field component B3, =,93Bxl(9x'. The component
is negative if Bx is positive on the x-axis.
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All derivatives are taken on the x-axis. Using the expansion A.1 and
the curvature of the reference orbit, the longitudinal component of
the vector potential of a magnet with mid-plane symmetry is of order 4:

KX2
As + B(X - -

2(1 + K)

1 K 2+ (- (x 2 _ Y2 _ _X 3+ (4X4 _ 4 +
2 6 2
1 3 XY2) - 4 _ 4 

• B2.( (X - 3 -(X Y
6 24

• B3, (1 (X4- 6X2 Y2+ Y4) + ... ) +
24

Taking x A in curvilinear coordinates, the field components can be
computed to be

2

B.(x, y = Bl.(y + y3+

K 33
+ B2n (XY - +

6
1 X2y_y3)+...)+...+ B3.( _(3
6

By (x, y) + Bo.
2 K2 2

+ Bl,(x - Y + _XY +...)
2 2

+ B2.(I (X 2 _Y2) _ KXY2 +

2 2
+ B3.( I X3 - 3xy2)+ +

6

One can easily verify that both x B and are zero to the order
of the B3 term. Introducing the magnetic rigidity Bp, the multipole
coefficients are computed as

Kk. = eBk.IPO = Bk.lBp, Kks = eBkslpo = Bk,,IBp.

Note that the Kk have the same sign as the corresponding field com-
ponents Bk. The signs will be changed for opposite particle charge or
direction of travel.
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A.4 Example FODO

The fllowing MAD9P input file shows a complete example which is
used in Appendix B.I.

0PTI0NECH0=fa1seINF0=fa1se;
Andreas Adelmann
Mad9p V9.2p/xx Marylie compare test

system, "rm -f fodo4-sc3.stat * t*

Edes =25;
gamma = 1.0+Edes/PMASS;
beta=sqrt(1-(1/gamma-2));
gambet=gamma*beta;
PO = gamma*beta*PMASS;
brho = (PMASS*l.Oe9*gambet) / CLIGHT;

Vaccel=40.0;
SCKicks = .0;
SCScale = .0;

Prot:BEAM, KBUNCH=1, NPART=3e4, GAMMA=gamma, BUNCHED=True,
PARTICLE=PROTON,

FIELDSOLVER=FFT, BUNCHFRQ=7OO.Oe6,
BCURRENT=O.IENERGY=Edes,

XOFFSETR=0.0, YOFFSETR=0.0, TOFFSETR=0.0,
XOFFSETP=0.0, YOFFSETP=O.O. TOFFSETP=0.0;

DistFile:DISTRIBUTION, DISTRIBUTION=FROMFILE,
FNAME="../Dist/inpdistlfinitecur.dat",

XMULT=0.06816207,
YMULT=0.06816207,
TMULT=1.0*beta*0.06816207,

PXMULT=l/gambet,
PYMULT=l/gambet,
PTMULT=1.0/beta-2/gamma;

Ms: STATMARKER, FILE=IIfodo4-sc3.statII;
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Mp: PARTMARKER, FILE=Ilfodo4-sc3",NPRAND=10000;

Ml: Line = (MsMp);

Dll: Drift, =0.01, SCKICK=SCKicks, SCFACT=SCScale;
Dl: Line = 10*(DllMl));

// --------------------------------------
QfoclSlice: QuadrupoleL=0.15/10, Kl= (6.0/brho),

SCKICK=SCKicks, SCFACT=SCScale;
Qfocl: Line = 10*(QfoclSliceMl));

QdefoclSlice: QuadrupoleL=0.3/10, Kl=-(6.0/brho),
SCKICK=SCKicks, SCFACT=SCScale;

Qdefocl: Line = 10*(QdefoclSliceMl));

Rfgll: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdatal",
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

Rfgl2: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata2l',
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

Rfgl3: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata3II,
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

Rfgl4: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata4II,
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

Rfgl5: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata5l',
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

Rfgl6: Rfcavity, . FILE="../RfDat/rfdata6II,
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VLT=Vaccel;

Rfgl7: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata7l',
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

Rfgl8: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata8l',
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

Rfgl9: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata9l',
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

RfgllO: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdatalO",
LAG=45, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

Rfg2l: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdatal",
LAG=-l, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

Rfg22: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata2II,
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LAG=-l, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;
Rfg23: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata311,

LAG=-l, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;
Rfg24: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata4",

LAG=-l, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;
Rfg25: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata5",

LAG=-l, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;
Rfg26: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata6",

LAG=-l, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;
Rfg27: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata7",

LAG=-l, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;
Rfg28: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata8",

LAG=-l, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;
Rfg29: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdata9l',

LAG=-I, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;
Rfg210: Rfcavity, FILE="../RfDat/rfdatalO11,

LAG=-l, FREQ=700.0, VOLT=Vaccel;

RfgSc: Drift, =O, SCKICK=SCKicks, SCFACT=SCScale, SCLENGTH=.2;

GapA: Line = ( Rfgll, RfgSc, Ml, Rfgl2, Ml,
RfgI3, RfgSc, Ml, Rfgl4, Ml,
Rfg15, RfgSc, Ml, Rfgl6, Ml,
Rfg17, RfgSc, Ml, Rfg18, Ml,
Rfg19, RfgSc, Ml, RfgllO, Ml);

GaPB: Line = ( Rfg2l, RfgSc, Ml, Rfg22, Ml,
Rfg23, RfgSc, Ml, Rfg24, Ml,
Rfg25, RfgSc, Ml, Rfg26, Ml,
Rfg27, RfgSc, Ml, Rfg28, Ml,
Rfg29, RfgSc, Ml, Rfg210, Ml);

Ll: Line = MQfocl,MpD1,MpGapAMpD1,Mp,
Qdefocl,

MpD1,MpGapBMpD1,MpQfocl,Mp);

use, LINE=Ll,BEAM=ProtDISTRIBUTIDN=DistFile;
selectfull;
TRACK;

DIST;
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RUN;
ENDTRACK.
Stop;
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A.5 Data Output

A.5.1 Statistics File Format

The STATMARKER (see A.2) computes the quantities summarized in Ta-
bles A.8 and A.9.

A.5.2 6D Phase Space in Continuum

The PARTMARKER (see Table AA) randomly selects particles in contin-
uum and saves volumetric data on the grid, defined in the mad file.
Both types of data have the following header:

# Injection line w first turn coasting 29/09/2001 10.20.15
# Element: MP
# s: 2.008326686e+Ol
# Mesh spacing 1.989062580e-03 2.013102246e-04
# Origin -1.273079632e-01 -1.231593043e-02
# GridSize 128 128
# Particles 16384
# Particles total in simulation = 155210
# Energy 1.000927236e+00
# Bunch number 54

The data is written in form of an 8-vector: (xi px y py t pti IDi NODE,),
where i = I ... NPRAND is defined on the PARTMARKER as shown in
Table A The parameter IDi is the particle's unique identifier and
NODEi is the vnode on which the particle resides during the dump.

A.5.3 Phase Space Density on the Grid

The same header is used here as in Section A.5.2. The data are:
(1, n, m, LDENi) where i G 1 x n x m and the indices 1, n, m span pD.

LDENi is then the local spatial density obtained by the selected inter-
polation method in the mad file (see Section A.0.5).
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Column number Entry Unit

1 S [ml

2 phase Irad]

3 7 11

4 x rms [ml

5 y rms [ml

6 t rms [Ml

7 px rms

8 py rms

9 pt rms D

10 ex Emittance [ml

11 Ey Emittance [ml

12 et Ernittance [ml

13 [ml

14 [ml

15 [ml

16 min(Ex) [VM- 1]

17 min(Ey) [VM- 1]

18 min(Et) [VM- 1]

19 max(Ex) [VM- 1]

20 max(Ey) [VM-1]

21 max(Et) [VM- 11

22 P-X

23 PY

24 Ft

Table A.8: Quantities saved with the STATMARKER Part 
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Column number Entry Unit

25 O. [MI

26 0-Y [ml

27 Ot

28 ax

29 a-Y

30 at

31 'Yx IM 11

32 YY IM 11

33 'Yt [M- 1

34 Dx dispersion IMI

dDx35 ds

36 Dy dispersion

37 dDy
ds

38 S- Statistical rms error in xx

39 E- Statistical rms error in y
Y

40 9- Statistical rms error in t
t

41 min(x) [ml

42 min(y) [ml

43 min(t) [ml

44 max(x) [ml

45 max(y) [ml

46 max(t) [ml

47 min(px)

48 min(py)

49 min(pt)

50 max(px)

51 max(py)

52 max(pt)

Table A.9: Quantities saved with the STATMARKER Part 2
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Figure A.I: Example of a Ray-Traced picture showing a portion of the
beam in the B870 beam line. Red indicated the core of the beam, where
yellow shows halo

A.5.4 Post-processing and Visualisation

If not otherwise specified, all data in the output files are given in MKS-
units. All momenta are normalized to the reference momentum. For
the data written by the STATMARKER, MATLAB [55] scripts are available
which also can read SDDS data [1]. This allows easy comparison of the
calculated data with measurements. An example can be seen in Figure
3.2.

The phase space data on the grid together with the survey information
(see Section 2.2 and Equation 2.59) can be translated into Ray-Traced
[85] pictures (see Figure A.I) of the particle distributions at selected
simulation-steps. In Figure A.I two iso-surfaces are shown, representing
the core and halo of the beam. The construction and potential use of
such movies will be reported elsewhere [9]. Some of the visualizations
can be found on the author's home page [8]. The huge amount of
continuum data (several GB per simulation run for the PSI Injector
2) can be translated into a so called n-tuple file format [58], which
then can be processed using PAW [61] where a broad range of "typical"
analysis is possible, either interactively or as a batch job.
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Code validation

MAD9P is validated by comparing the results with those from exist-
ing codes such as TRANSPORT 19], TRANSENG [5] and MAD8 22]
to check the validity of A1 in Equation 2132). A modified ver-
sion of Mary-Lie 72] with space-charge was used to check the space-
charge solver. Simple analytic cases such as an expanding homogeneous
charged ellipsoid as well as more complex exercises like a FODO (focus-
ing de-focusing) channel with acceleration were used. 3D-envelope equa-
tions (in the rms-sense) including acceleration 73] and space-charge for
ellipsoidal charge distributions were used to check the results obtained
by MAD9P A more detailed study than presented in Section B.2 can
be found in 20].

129
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B.1 Test Problem: FODO Channel

B. 1.1 3D RMS Equation Including Acceleration and
Space-Charge

The 3D MS envelope equation is derived in Chapter 21.6 without
acceleration. However, there is no conceptual difficulty in adding ac-
celeration to the rms equation. Besides the pure magnetic focusing
function F one has to introduce another focusing function for the elec-
trical focusing k in transverse and longitudinal directions. The electric
field component on axis then reads:

Et s = E(s) sin(w + ) (B. )

where E(s) denotes the spatial part of the electric field on axis, the
RF-frequency and some initial phase. Figure B.2 shows the electric
field on axis used in the following example. The weak particle dis-
tribution dependency is described by the scalar A3 75, 83]. Defining
k = E(s), the 3D rms envelope equation including acceleration
reads:

2
27rEo (xEx) E X=0

x2 + (Fx + k,) - 3K
eN X3

2

2 V)_ 27rEo (yEy) '6 =0
Y +(.Fy+k y-A3K eN (B.2)

Y 3

2
72 2,rco (zEz) �Z

z2 k,�-A3 K eN - =0
Z3

For the derivation of k and E(s) see [73]. Mathematica a computer-
algebra system, was used to solve these equations numerically and ob-
tain rms quantities to compare withMAD9P calculations, as well as
with a modified version of MaryLie including 3D space-charge 72].

13.1.2 Optics of the FODO Channel

The beam is a 250 MeV proton beam with I = 100,rnA and 700 MHz
RF. The initial emittance is zero. All other parameters of this test case
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are shown in Table B.I. The complete MAD9P input file is given in
Section A.4.

FQ DQ FQ
I RF-Gapl RF-Gap2

D D D D

Figure B.1: FODO with acceleration

Element Type Length Quadrupole strength Gap voltage Phase

D 0.1 M

FQ 0.1 M 6.0 T/m

DQ 0.30 m -6.0 T/m

RF-GapI LO M 4Oe6 V/m 45 deg

RF-Gap2 1.0 M 4Oe6 V/m I deg

Table B.1: Parameters for the FODO test case
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Figure B.2: Electric field on axis in the RF-Gap

The mid-plane electric field and its first derivative in the pill-box cavity
have for this example shapes shown in Figure B.2. The relative error in
the x envelopes compared with the analytic solution is shown for Mary
Lie and MAD9P for the half FODO cell in Figure B.3. The other planes
show the same good agreement.
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B.2 Test Problem: Free Drift

B.2.1 Diagnostics

Beside the 6-dimensional phase space data, several related physical
quantities were measured during the course of a MAD9P simulation as
described in section AM. Additional quantities, as described below,
are computed to verify the accuracy of the code, and can be disabled in
future MAD9P versions.

Energy Conservation

Verification of the conservation of the total energy Et,,t = Eki. + Epot
is a good way to test the implementation as well as the quality of the
approximations used, for example the integration step. However, exact
total energy calculation is only realized for N < 0' (due to the (N')
character of the exact calculation), otherwise a first order approxima-
tion, also called "improved energy estimator", is used. We would like
to point out that symplecticity of an integrator implies rigorous con-
servation of a discrete analogue of the total energy. This is in analogy
to the continuous case, where the so-called Poincar6 invariants are con-
served. We note that this discrete energy cannot drift arbitrarily and is
bound to the continuous energy 86]. As we will see the Split-Operator
integrator in combination with the improved estimator does rigorously
conserve the total (discrete) energy up to machine precision. The cal-
culation time of the total potential energy sum scales as (N2). For
larger problems, this can soon become the most time-consuming part of
the entire simulation. If we assume that during an integration step the
displacements are reasonably small (ballistic approximation), we can
use the following first order approximation:

AEp,,t Fj Ari (B.3)

where Fi is the Lorentz force. This is not valid for the acting force
because it varies along the integration path. Thus the question arises
at which moment to consider the forces on the particles. The most
straight forward implementation is to match the update steps to the
actual integration scheme. For example, for the Split-Operator integra-
tor, the force is considered in the middle of the integration step. For
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the Leap-Frog and for the Verlet integraton methods, the force at the
beginning and at the end of the itegration step are both counted half.
In practice, the potential energy change is calculated for each particle
and the sum over all particles is evaluated after the integration rou-
tine. The improved estimator as implemented is indeed only a first
order estimate for the potential energy due to the assumed constancy
or linearity of the force along the displacement step. Further, due to
the asynchronous spatial and kinetic updates of the integration methods
used, it is not certain that the calculated potential and kinetic energies
exactly match at a given integration step, especially when both energies
are being calculated.

13.2.2 Tirne-Reversal

To check time-reversibility, the initial spatial distribution is compared
to the spatial distribution after time-reversal. For every particle, the
norm of the displacement vector is then calculated and a histogram for
all N particles is plotted. Time-reversal is implemented by reversing all
momenta after the total time and then doubling the total time. This
is not always equal to a proper time inversion. As explained in Section
2.6.2, the Verlet integrator, which is not time-reversible (in contrast to
the Leap-Frog integrator), will still propagate the particles in exactly the
same way as the Leap-Frog integrator when using momentum inversion.

13.2.3 Initial Conditions and Setup

The initial conditions were chosen to be similar to a resent example
in [15]: protons, with -y = 20, total charge Q = 60 nC, distributed
uniformly on an ellipsoid with initial semi-axis x-,,,,(O = 1.5 cm,
Ymax(O = 25 cm, m,,x(O) = 45 cm. By setting all external forces and
the initial ernittance to zero in: Equation (B.2), we obtain a model from
which we calculate the analytic solution used later. For the three field
solvers under consideration - direct particle-particle (PP), the FFT-
based particle-mesh (PM) and the hierarchical tree (TREE) solver - the
parameters presented below are varied in the order shown in Table B.2.
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PP N Ar Integrator 6

PM N A-r Integrator Grid Size M Interpolation

TREE N A-r Integrator E E) Quadrupole

Page Name of Study Solver N Parameters Aim

136 Smoothing PP IE4 Leap-Frog Optimal pt for N=1E4

140 Integration Methods PP IE4 Eopt Optimal hitegrator Intopt

143 Integration Step PP 1E4 Eopt Test default A, with Intpt

143 Energy Conservation PP IE4 Eopt Verify improved estimator

145 Opening Angle TREE IE4 opt 0-study, 9,pt

147 Quadrupole Correction TREE IE4 Eopt Quadrupole-study

148 Grid Sizes PM IE6 CIC Grid Size study, Mcpt

149 Number of Particles PM lE5/IE6/lE7 CIC, M'pt N-study

151 Interpolatio Sheme I PM lE6/IE7 M'pt Verify CIC against NGP

Table B.2: Road map through parameter space for a free drift

B.2.4 Smoothing

As a first study, the effect of the softening parameter in the case of
the PP solver is analyzed. The average inter-particle spacing d is given
by d n-1/3' where n is the average spatial particle density. A value
of d 0.002 m is used obtained from [20]. It is therefore reasonable to
focus on softening parameters which are of similar magnitude, prefer-
ably smaller than the interparticle spacing. The following table gives
an overview over this first study with four different simulation runs,
referred as Case I to Case 4.

Case N Ar [s] r,,, [s] Integrator Solver c [m]

1 1E4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Leap-Frog PP 0.00025

2 IE4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Leap-Frog PP 0.0005

3 IE4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Leap-Frog PP 0.00075

4 IE4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Leap-Frog PP 0.001
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Figure B.5: FP simulation at 7 = 2 w'tfi A/" =

As can be seen in Figure B.5, the softening parameter does indeed reduce
the coulomb interactions as the total energy drops with increasing e.
Note that the potential energy was exactly calculated, since N = 104 is
just at the upper limit, as explained on page 134.

The reason why a non-zero value of e is even considered is shown in Fig-
ure B.6, where the rms-envelopes are best reproduced with the second-
smallest value of e = 0.0005 m. Note that the transverse beam envelopes
are increased almost five-fold due to the space-charge effects, while the
longitudinal beam envelope grows only by about 50 %. This is due to
the self-focusing effect of the magnetic field. The value of e = 0.0005
m is about one fourth of the typical interparticle spacing, which can be
considered reasonable.

A histogram of individual displacement lengths after time-reversal is
shown in Figure B.7, the PP solver in combination with the Leap-Frog
integrator reproduces the initial conditions up to a deviation of less
that 10~16 m for all particles. No dependence on e can be seen. Thus
these effects are purely numerical and the physics is reproduced suf-
ficiently well. The Leap-Frog integrator used is therefore considered
time-reversible. Note that for the Leap-Frog algorithm, an inversion of
all momenta is equivalent to a rigorous time-inversion. The same level
of accuracy was achieved in all further studies for arbitrary combina-
tions of Poisson solver, integrator, energy range and other parameters.
We will therefore no longer discuss time-reversal.
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B.2.5 Integration Methods

Case N Ar [s] [s] Integrator Solver E [m]

I 1E4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Leap-Frog PP 0.0005

2 IE4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split PP 0.0005

3 1E4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Verlet PP 0.0005

A PP simulation with all three implemented integration methods is
shown in Figure B.8. Note that the potential energy is again calculated
exactly. The Split-Operator has a slightly better energy conservation
than the two Verlet-based integration methods, which are proven to be
identical. The difference between the two methods is a direct conse-
quence of their asynchronity over half an integration step. As shown
in section 26, the Split-Operator integrator first updates the positions,
and the Verlet-based methods first update the velocities after the first
half of an integration step. In all cases, the initial momenta are negli-
gible small. We can then set vO = and write down the expressions
for the positions and velocities after the first integration step. For the
Leap-Frog and the Verlet integrator, according to 2.138)

q(AT = + a) AT2
2

v(AT = a(0 + a(AT) AT.
2

For the Split-Operator integrator,

q(AT = + a) AT 2
2

AT
v(AT = a(-)AT aAT

2

where a( ) = a) follows from the fact'that vO) 0 was assumed2
and thus q( = ). Hence, all integration methods arrive at the2
same positions after the first integration step, but the velocities differ
since a(AT)l 7� la(0)1. In the case of an ellipsoid in a free drift, it
can be assumed that in general the accelerations fall slightly due to
the expansion, but remain in more or less the same direction. Thus, the
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Split-Operator integrator produces a slightly higher total kinetic energy
after the first integration step, which explains Figure B.8. As a result,
the envelopes grow a little bit faster with the Split-Operator integrator,
as can be seen in Figure B.9. We therefore used the Split-Operator
integrator as the default, as it combines all desired features.
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B.2.6 Integration Step

As the step size decreases, the energy conservation becomes better. For
A = 25 x 10-9 s, the energy is conserved to less than 004%. After
doubling the step size to the default value Of AT = x 10-9 s, energy
conservation becomes about ten times worse, but is still less than 04%.
Even larger integration steps further worsen the energy conservation.
As far as the rms-envelopes is concerned, neither a smaller nor a larger
integration step than the default value of A = 5 x 10-9 s has significant
influence.

B.2.7 Energy Conservation

Case N A-r [s] [s] Integrator Solver E [m]

1 10000 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split PP 0.0005

2 10000 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split PP 0.0005

3 10000 5E-9 1.15E-7 Verlet PP 0.0005

4 10000 5E-9 1.15E-7 Verlet PP 0.0005

In Figure B.10, the energy predictions from exact calculation and with
the use of the improved estimator are shown, for both types of inte-
gration methods. The use of the improved estimator is reasonable, as
the resulting error is of the same order as the effect of a change of
the integrator - which again is only a matter of time-synchronization
effects. Most interestingly, the Split-Operator integrator and the im-
proved estimator result in exact energy conservation. This is due to the
fact that symplectic integration methods conserve discrete analogues to
the conserved quantities of the continuous case. In this special case,
the time-management of the integrator and the accordingly adapted
improved estimator just match each other to an optimal degree. Note
that only the discrete energy is conserved, which is not equal to the
continuous energy, but bound to it to some extent, as indicated on page
134.
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B.2.8 Opening Angle

The focus is now turned to the TREE solver, and its quality in compar-
ison to the PP solver. First, with N = 104 at -y 2 different values of
0 are compared. As can be seen in Figure B. 11, neither the energy nor
the envelopes seem to dramatically suffer from a large value of 0, such
as = (case 4. However, a trend can certainly be seen: the lower the
value of (cases and 2 the less the volatility in the results.

Case N Ar [s] [s] Integrator E [m] 0

1 IE4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split 0.0005 0.25

2 1E4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split 0.0005 0.5

3 1E4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split 0.0005 0.75

4 IE4 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split 0.0005 1

When moving to N = 05, which is out of reasonable reach for the serial
PP solver (about week CPU time), the envelopes for this case are not
much more accurate. Note that the softening parameter needs to be
adjusted to the total number of particles. A 10-fold increase in particles
results in a Y1_ - 2-fold decrease in the typical inter-particle distance.
For N = 05, the softening parameter needs to be taken only half as
large as for N = 104 particles in order to have the same effect.
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B.2.9 Quadrupole Corrections

Case

1

2

3

4

N

1E4

1E4

1E4

1E4

Ar[s]

5E-9

5E-9

5E-9

5E-9

Tmax [Sj

1.15E-7

1.15E-7

1.15E-7

1.15E-7

Integrator

Split

Split

Split

Split

t[m]

0.0005

0.0005

0.0005

0.0005

9

0.25

0.25

0.75

0.75

Quadrupole

no

yes

no

yes

Figure B.13 shows the benefit of the included quadrupole corrections,
for both small and large values of 9. The calculation time increases by at
most 20 percent, which poses no problem. Thus, the use of quadrupole
corrections is reasonable and recommended. Together with a small value
of e, almost no difference from the PP solver can be seen.
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Grid Size M N = 0' N = 106 N = 107

16 x 16 x 16 466

32 x 32 x 32 58.3

64 x 64 x 64 0.73 7.3 73

128 x 128 x 128 0.91

Table B.3: Average number of particles per grid cell, assuming a uni-
form ellipsoidal dstribution.

B.2.10 Grid Sizes

Case N A-r [s] r,,,. [s] Integrator Grid Size M

1 IE6 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split 16 x 16 x 16

2 1E6 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split 32 x 32 x 32

3 IE6 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split 64 x 64 x 64

4 IE6 5E-9 1.15E-7 Split 128 x 128 x 128

As it assigns the charges of all N particles to a grid of size M, the
assignment scheme as well as the numbers N and M will be of impor-
tance. Starting with the CIC interpolation scheme, different grid sizes
are compared for N = 106 . An important quantity for grid-based meth-
ods is the average number of particles per grid cell. For the grid sizes
and particle numbers used, Table B.3 shows the number of particles
per grid cell, assuming a uniform ellipsoidal distribution with fill factor
0.52.
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Figure B.14: PM CIC N = 106 simulation at 7 = 2 with different
grid sizes. Left: rms x error, right: max x error.

Higher spatial resolution tremendously increases the accuracy of the PM
method. Energy conservation is always rigorous thanks to the symplec-
tic integrator and the improved estimator. However, physical correct-
ness is not guaranteed, as only the discrete analogue of the continuous
energy is conserved. Only a grid size of at least 643 can be considered
accurate enough to correspond to the analytical solution. However, a
grid size of 323 reproduces the rms-envelopes well - but not the maxi-
mum envelopes (see Figure B.14). Referring to Table B.3, we note that
for M = 163 and N = 106, a single grid cell contains several hundred
particles if it is located inside the ellipsoid. However, at the border of
the ellipsoid, fewer particles are assigned to a single grid cell. Thus,
a low number of particles at the border are interacting with a large
number of particles assigned onto an inner grid point. This results in a
strong repulsion of the outer particles and thus to a unphysical ejection
out of the dense region of the bunch.

B.2.11 Number of Particles

Repeating the same study for N = 105 or N = 107 does not change
the picture much; all important quantities remain the same and the
grid size still plays by far the most important role. A deficit in spatial
resolution cannot be recovered by increasing the particle number.
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B.2.12 Interpolation Scheme

Concluding from the previous PM studies, a grid of size M = 64 3 to-

gether with N 106 particles can be considered most reasonable for
simulating this test case, as these parameters feature a high enough
spatial resolution while still delivering enough particles to each grid cell
to allow for stable numerics. Of course, increasing the particle number
to N = 107 will still improve the results, but almost not imperceptibly.

However, to investigate the influence of the two introduced charge as-
signment interpolators NGP and CIC), the following study was con-
ducted, with both N = 106 and N : 107.

Case N Ar [s] [s] Interpolation Grid Size M

1 1E6 5E-9 1.15E-7 NGP 64 x 64 x 64

2 1E6 5E-9 1.15E-7 cic 64 x 64 x 64

3 1E7 5E-9 1.15E-7 NGP 64 x 64 x 64

4 IE7 5E-9 1.15E-7 MC 64 x 64 x 64

As shown in Table B.3, for N = 106(107) about 770) particles are
assigned to each grid cell. Thus, this study should reveal the characters
of both the NGP and the CIC interpolation schemes. Figure B. 16 shows
clearly the advantage of the CIC scheme over the NGP scheme.
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B.2.13 Summary

Time-reversibility of the integrator used has been verified up to the
machine precision.

Figure B. 17 shows the relative deviation of the x rms-envelope from the
analytic solution for a uniform ellipsoid in a free drift space at -y = 2,
with initial semi-axes of 1.5 x 25 x 4.5 cm and total charge of 60 C. For
PP (TREE), N = 104 (105) and = 05(0.25) mm were used; for PM,
N = 106 and M = 64 3. All solvers show very good agreement with the
analytical solutions in rms and maximum particle extent. The statistical
errors given by the number of particles are less than one percent in all
the simulations. Figure B.18 shows the transverse x rms-emittance for
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Figure B.17: Relative deviation of the x rms-envelope

a uniform sphere of radius 2 cm. A higher number of particles leads
to a more homogeneous initial distribution and therefore to a lower
emittance growth in the initial phase, mainly due to non-linear forces.
After the initial repartition of the bunch, the nearly linear space-charge
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forces result in an almost constant emittance, as is expected.

For the simulation of a uniform ellipsoid in free drift space, both the
TREE and the PM solver can be regarded as very good substitutions
for the PP solver in almost all cases.

Thus, with properly tuned parameters and in combination with a time-
reversible, symplectic integrator, both the PM and the TREE methods
follow the classical conservation laws almost as well as the PP method,
but show a huge performance advantage, allowing much larger systems
to be simulated. This results for example in smaller statistical inhomo-
geneities in the particle distributions and thus in a more accurate cal-
culation of sensitive quantities such as the ernittance. A further study
on emittance growth could reveal more details on the errors introduced
by the different solvers, even if they play no significant role in beam size
observations.



Appendix C

A Simulated Annealing
Shell for mad9p

The goal of optimization is to find a set of parameters of a given sys-
tem so as to optimize the so-called evaluation or cost function of the
system. A famous example is the ravelling Salesman Problem (TSP):
a travelling salesman wants to visit customers in n towns. Since there
is exactly one customer in each town, he doesn't want to go to the
same town twice on his journey. Of course he is interested in taking
the shortest, i.e. optimum tour. One point in the parameter space is
defined by one possible tour, thus by a permutation of the n cities. Now
the evaluation function in the parameter space is just the length of the
respective tour. Because of the large number of possible tours even for
quite small n (there are exactly n! different tours), it seems to be quite
difficult to find the global minimum of the evaluation function. In such
a situation where the parameter space cannot be searched thoroughly
and the evaluation function cannot be examined using known analytical
methods, it is necessary to use heuristic optimization techniques. Two
methods are explained in the following.
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C.1 Simulated Annealing (SA)

The physical analogue to the Simulated Annealing algorithm are experi-
ments which determine the low-temperature state and thus the energetic
ground state of a material. For instance to grow a crystal from a melt
the reduction in temperature has to be done slowly, particularly near
the freezing point (so that thermal equilibrium is maintained during the
whole cooling process) to obtain the global energy minimum (at OK).
If the temperature decrease is too fast (quenching), the system will be
trapped in a local energy minimum and the resulting crystal will have
many defects. A way to simulate the state of a certain number of atoms
in contact with a thermal heat bath at temperature T has been de-
scribed by Metropolis et al 56]. Starting from an initial configuration,
in each step of the algorithm one atom is displaced randomly. Now, if
the resulting change of the system's energy AE is positive, the new con-
figuration will be accepted with the probability (Metropolis criterion)

P(AE = eXp_ kbT, (C-1)

where kb is the Boltzmann constant. If AE < the displacement will
be always accepted. It can be shown that by repeating a large number
of such steps, the resulting arithmetic average of a certain observable
such as energy is equivalent to the expectation value of the system
according to a Boltzmann distribution as expected from a canonical
ensemble. Kirkpatrick et al. [51] advanced the Metropolis algorithm to
SA. Since it is possible only in special cases to reach the ground state of
a specific system by a Metropolis simulation at low temperature because
of the high probability of being trapped in a local minimum as described
above, SA is started at a high temperature. Then the temperature
is lowered successively. Between each temperature step a Metropolis
step is performed. If the lowering of the temperature is slow enough,
the system will finally reach its ground state below the freezing point.
So there is a method to solve the optimization problem of finding the
ground state of special physical systems. But how can we apply SA to
problems like the TSP or our problem of finding a proper phase space
distribution? An effective temperature has to be introduced which does
not necessarily have a physical meaning. The random displacement of
an atom corresponds to a slight change of the salesman's tour or a slight
change in the configuration space of an arbitrary optimization problem.
Crucial for the quality of SA is the initial temperature, the temperature
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lowering schedule, the 'strength' of the configuration change, and the
number of changes per temperature step. The optimisation of these
quantities differs from problem to problem.

C.1.1 Threshold Accepting (TA)

Threshold Accepting 31] is a slight simplification of Simulated An-
nealing. The essential modification is a new acceptance condition for
changing the current configuration. At this point TA is deterministic
whereas SA is stochastic: a new test configuration will be always ac-
cepted if the resulting increase of the cost function does not exceed a
certain threshold T, which can be compared to the temperature in the
case of SA. Otherwise the test configuration will be rejected.

C.2 Implementation of Heuristic Algorithms

In order to save time in the implementation of the optimization algo-
rithm in the existing MAD9P software, Matlab 57] was chosen as the
programming environment. The main Matlab function SIM-ANN-FIT.m

first initializes the algorithm (see Figure C.2) and starts the actual op-
timization program sim-ann-3.m with the SA/TA Loop The configu-
ration, i.e. a point in the search space, is described by an n-dimensional
vector x. Here for the new test configuration xt,,t either only one entry
xi of the configuration vector is changed by the function testmove.m
in order to be able to ad .ust the rate of accepting the new configu-
ration xt,,t = x + Axi to about 50% by varying the step sizes Axi,
or all entries are changed at once if testmovexD.m is used instead of
testmove.m. The method of calculating the step sizes Axi is described
in 84]. To evaluate AE = F(xt,,t - F(x), the test configuration
is given to the Matlab function simulation.m. Here the MAD9P in-
put files Distr-l.mad9 and neutralisationDefmad9 are written and the
script doAllSimulations is executed, which starts the MAD9P simula-
tion of the beam line. Then doanalyze.m extracts the beam's envelope
(or, s), o,, s)) from the file b-870-fit-l.stat. The vector sirnval, contain-
ing the transverse envelope at the points of the measurement s, is then
given back to testmove.m, where the cost function F is calculated at
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#1 BEGIN
#2 **initialization**
#3 Temp=Tinitial
#4 conf iguration=toss-conf igurationo
#5 f=evaluationfunction(configuration)
#6 counter=1
#7 ...
#8 **SA/TA Loop**
#9 DO
#10 FOR i=1 to #(evaluations per temperature-step)
#11 testconfiguration=change0f(configuration)
#12 ft,,t evaluaLtionfunction(testconfiguration)
#13 AE =f t,,t-f
#14 r=randomnumber //rE [0, 1]
#15 IF r< P(AE)
#16 conf ig=testconf ig
#17 ELSE
#18 config=config
#19 END
#20 END
#21 counter=counter+1
#22 Temp=cooling-schedule (counter)
#23 WHILE (stop criterion not met)
#24
#25 optimum=conf iguration
#26 minima=evaluationfunction(optimum)
#27 END
#28
#29 **Transitionprobability for Treshold Accepting**:
#30 Function P(AE)
#31 BEGIN
#32 IF AE<T
#33 return 
#34 ELSE
#35 return 
#36 END
#37
#38 **Transitionprobability for Simulated Annealing**:
#39 Function P(AE)
#40 BEGIN

- A E
#41 return e Te-p

#42 END

Figure CA: scheme of SAITA loop
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the point xt,,t:

#monitors

F(Xtest) = E E (9umes(S'.) am(S'. ))2 (C.2)
U=Xly n,=1

dataval = Crxmes sn.,, I ymes Snj) is initialized in S IM-ANN-FIT. m and
is of course a constant. (The positions Sn,,,, of the single monitors are
found in the files monPosx.dat and monPosy.dat) transitionprob.m
calculates the probability for the transition from x to xt,,t as a function
of the now known AE, Temp and the optimization algorithm used.
sim-ann-3.m decides whether xt,,t is accepted or not according to the
transition probability transprob as shown in Figure C.1, #15 to 20.
If xt,,t is accepted, the data vector (#Run, Temp, AE, xt,,t) is saved
in the file Abweichung out and also in the file Minima. out if xt,,t is
the present optimum, i.e. if F(xt,,t) is the present minimum.
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Figure C.2: Simulated Annealing in the MAD9P environment
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